
Seoul , Korea

March 10, 1980 h

Rev. Frederick R. Wilson

The Program Agency
Room 1144
475 Riverside Drive
New York, New York 10027

Dear Fred:

Many, many thanks for your thoughtful letter responding to my earlier one

in which I expressed some hopes and concerns relative to the cross-cul tural

missionary opportunities of the United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A. I, too,

wish we had some time to sit down together for a more leisurely and satisfactory

sharing of some of our deepest concerns about international mission. But

until that is possible, may I continue our dialogue by outlining some of my

thoughts concerning our structure and strategy for mission. In working out

this formula I have been keenly aware of the trans-cul tural nature of the

Christian Gospel and the importance of responsible partnership arrangements

with sister churches. For now I am going to discuss the problems I see in our

home church structure and strategy.

1 . Structure :

Our present world mission structure is based almost exclusively on the axiom

that the most important thing about mission is its wholeness . "All mission is one"

from Appalachia to Africa. We no longer speak about overseas missions and home

missions. We have scrapped that as fragmenting and divisive. Our motto now is

"Mission on Six Continents."

There is something commendable about this. It is an acknowledgement that

each part is necessary to the whole. But that concept has been carried so far

in re-structuri ng that the parts are no longer dealt with adequately as parts. ^

We have tried, as someone has said, to create a thing called "fruit" out of apples,

peaches, pears and oranges. It is the same thing which would happen to our

seminaries if theological education were sucked up into the Program Agency and

unable to appeal as a special interest to the church and to individual sponsors.

In the new structure, overseas missions has been absorbed into the Program

Agency as though it were not a unique part of the whole. The actual result has

been that this particular apple has been rapidly decaying.

The slogan, "Mission on Six Continents", while beautiful rhetoric, has re-

sulted in di sproportionate gains for mission on only one of those six. It has

been a convenient cover-up for isolationism. Mission to the other five continents

has suffered enormous losses. The dollar amount we as a denomination spent

beyond our own borders fifteen years ago was over twice what we spend now. In

real terms, after inflation, it is a drop of 75%. All this in the name of "wholeness 1

Overseas mission has suffered a further blow in the present structure of

our church in that the synods are now each operating as a little area Board of

Home Missions. Sometimes excessive amounts are spent by them on administration,

alone. I have been told that the Synod of the Northeast has a total budget of

$2,700,000 and of that total $500,000 goes for administration. That is 19%.

Synods now often re-duplicate efforts of the central agencies and cream off

excessive amounts of the benevolence dollar. Let me illustrate: In 1975 the

average yearly contribution per member in our U.P.C. U.S.A. was SI//- uniy



of that went beyond the local congregation to Presbytery, Synod and General Ass-

embly causes. Of that amount, $15 was kept by Presbyteries and Synods. Only $6.10

finally filtered throuah those two grids to the General Assembly agencies. And

then, of that $6.10 that did squeeze through, another $3.60 of that amount was

budgeted by the G.A.M.C. to some aspect of mission, U.S.A. Only $2.50 (about

\h°l of the initial $177) was budgeted to overseas mission. In other words,

60% of the final $6.10 that finally did squeeze through our structural bottleneck

to the central agencies was also budgeted by them to home missions. The

sixth continent, ours, has shoved all the others to the side. But we still

keep the slogan. It sounds good.

So, summing up, here are some of the chief problems in our present structure

which work to the serious disadvantage of overseas missions:

A. The present structure is a temptation to selfishness. When mission

to theUnited States is structurally integrated with mission beyond the nation,

the boundary between the two is obscured and human nature being as it is, it

is not America that is neglected.

B. The present structure is institutionalized disorder -at least as far as

overseas mission is concerned. Support, interpretation, recruiting and budget

responsibility for overseas mission are fatally separated from the actual doing of

mission. It is like ordering a person to run a restaurant but telling him he

can't hire the waiters or order the food.

C. The present structure insulates the local church from overseas mission.

Reorganization has created at the Presbytery and Synod level small Boards of

National Missions within their own territory, inevitably (but with some few

exceptions) more concerned with local urgencies than with world mission. These

agencies are closer to benevolence sources than the central agencies and take

the lion's share. Furthermore, the General Assembly agencies, which used to be

service agencies and information channels to local congregations are now largely

insulated from such important two-way contact by these layers of presbytery and

synod organization.

D. The present structure has seriously alienated individual congregations

and individual donors who wish a larger share of their benevolence gifts to go

to overseas work. Many, mistakenly or not, feel that the only sure way to get the

money into support of overseas mission is to send it outside regular U.P.C.U.b. .

agency channels.

E. The present structure fosters a rigid concept of "management" which does

not adequately take into consideration that the church is a voluntary society an

cannot be taxed. The focus is on efficiency, whether achieved or not, and too

little on effectiveness.

F. In the name of "wholeness" we now discourage "voluntary interests"

within the church. All missions concerns must be governed and directed by

church agencies. This is true for mission within our own nation and for

mission overseas. We limit ourselves entirely to "official" initiative,

whether in the United States or through related churches abroad.

2. Strategy :

Our present U.P.C. U.S.A. strategy for overseas missions rests firmly on

the axiom that the best means for "discipl ing the nations^' todayjs the^n-.^

digenous "national" church. It

the church in all lands." The motto
stresses the "great new fact of our generation -

^

otto for this strategy is "mutuality in mission."



The motive is good and a healthy reminder that our goal in missions is

effective indigenous church-planting, nurture and recognition of new partners

who are both independent and inter-dependent.

However, this "mutuality in mission" concept as it has been styled by

our strategists has placed our church almost solely in a responding mode.

We will react to felt needs of sister churches but we will reluctantly, if

ever, exercise initiative in mission overseas.

This policy has been hammered out in a sincere effort to avoid even the

faintest hint of paternalism and also in genuine recognition of the worth and

value of our new partners. Nation after nation now has a church which we have

helped bring to birth by the grace and power of God. United Presbyterians

,

together with their earlier partners in mission such as the Southern Presbyterian

Church, the Australian Presbyterian Church, the United Church of Canada and

others, have been very successful in church planting around the world in the

past. Now we are transferring to these younger churches the initiative, not

only for their own internal growth and development, which is right and proper,

but also for finishing the task of evangelizing all other people within the

boundaries of their respective nations.

But it may be important to note some negative aspects of this policy which

its molders seem to have discounted or ignored:

A. Effects of this policy on our own home church:

1.

It has been a major factor in throwing our church's world mission momentum

into a grinding change of gears. If we were once in high, we are now in low,

if not- in reverse (1261 missionaries in 1959; 397 in 1976; in 1979),

for it has softened our sense of urgency and purpose with the unrealistic expecta-

tion that most of the unfinished task of evangelizing the world can now be turned

over to the younger, "national" churches.

2.

Partner-orientation (church relations) has replaced goal -orientation (the

unreached world) as we insist that missionary personnel must be called by the

younger churches - not sent by ours, and must work only under that church's

direction, thereby becoming limited to that church's vision and effective outreach.

3.

It tempts our church to a strategy of "mi ssion-by-proxy" , inwhich we

can limit our missionary responsibility to financial subsidy of missionary

personnel furnished by the younger churches. The result is a loss of personal,

direct involvement by United Presbyterians in world mission. The decline in the —
number of United Presbyterian missionaries has opened the door to steadily-increas-

ing support in our local churches for missionaries working outside our denomination

whose number is still increasing world-wide and whose good works do not escape

the attention of our people.

B. Effects of this policy on our missionaries:

1. It is demoralizing for the missionaries from our church since the

contract system of appointment which has replaced emphasis on career service

leaves the term of service temporary and uncertain. This robs them of motive

to learn the language and culture and pushes them into peripheral tasks and

work only in Engl ish.

2. The direct church-to-church relationship in mission, with all its

advantages in communication, often leaves missionaries orphaned, with

the sending church assuming they will be guided by the receiving church, and

the receiving church, caught up in its own work, assuming they are being

guided by the sending church.



3. In some cases a younger church under which our missionaries are

working faces huge opportunities for evangelism and growth uncertainly.

Yet the missionary is hesitant to exercise much initiative in the matter

lest the younger church leaders feel threatened. This frustration of

initiative and lack of satisfying involvement in missionary outreach has

led to much missionary disappointment and loss to the field.

C. Effects of this policy on the younger "national" churches:

1. It puts an intolerable burden on churches not yet strong or large enough k

for what is expected of them. (A good example of this is the church in Paki stan) ^.l**'**)
3

Most are still tiny minorities in a sea of unbelief. Many are so weak in

numbers and in outreach effectiveness that they can barely maintain their present

membership strength, much less keep up with population growth, or even begin

to evangelize the nation.

2. This problem is compounded by the fact that most of these churches

can make the claim to being national churches only with extreme arrogance.

Very few represent within their constituency all (or even most) of the

homogeneous segments within their own national boundaries. Of the 500 castes

within the territory of the Church of South India, for example, most Church

members come from only five castes. Mo nation is one cultural or ethnic unit

which can be discipled as a whole. Often near neighbors are less effective

in crossing or trying to cross such boundaries than more distant neighbors or

foreigners. It is said that 84% of the "homogeneous cultural units" which

make up the world's population can be reached only by crossing such cultural,

not national, boundaries.

3. The battle against paternalism will not be won until younger churches

also face up to the same temptation. A tendency to "Judaize the Gentiles"

is not a Western monopoly. Many third-world churches have tried to impose

a single "national" standard on other homogeneous segments of people within

their nation's boundary who are open to becoming Christian but are unprepared

to submit to the particular cultural pattern or totally identify, at least

in the first generation, with the distinctive people of the "national"

church. Must Masais become Kikuyus before they can become Christians in

Kenya? Must Muslim Pakistanis become Hindus before they can become Christians —

in Pakistan?

D. Effects of this policy on the world of the unreached:

A policy which isolates the initiative for mission outreach inside national

boundaries may cut off the world of the unreached, which now numbers some two

billion people, from effective evangelization. If the mainline western

churches retreat into missionary isolationism, and the younger churches

prove unequal to the task alone, either the unreached will remain unreached

or, more likely, global missionary initiative will pass from mainline de-

nominations, like ours, (whose judgment, stability and experience are still

needed) to the fast-growing world of independent and voluntary missionary

societies whose zeal is not always accompanied by anthropological or cross-

cultural sensitivity and who sometimes need a stronger Theology of the Church.

Note: All that has been said above is not a del i berate attempt to by-pass

younger churches and go-it-alone. The younger churches are the great new

fact of our generation" and how desperately they are needed in accomplishing

this task! The point here is that the task is so great and the present strat-

egy so limiting that it needs to be challenged. It is going to take some

initiative again on our part, as United Presbyterians . Can we not work out some

respectful mutual agreements with younger sister churches which would not



threaten their independence and integrity or their own initiative in mission but

would also not be as limiting and constricting to ours. This should allow

priorities to be set straight and allow missionaries from our church again

to move out into areas of great need and readiness to proclaim the Good News

of the Kingdom and call people to enter it. I believe we should begin thinking

of planting churches among specific units or segments of people rather than

thinking of nations as a whole.

Thank you for allowing me to continue this dialogue, Fred. I look forward

to hearing from you again.

Yours very sincerely,
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CONSULTATXON ON WORLD KVANGE L l Z ATI OM

16-27 June 1980 - Pattaya, Thailand

NAME

AADLAND , 0yv

i

nd

ABABIO, Isaac

ABAD, Mr. & Mrs. Carlos

ABRAHAM, Richard

ABRAHAMSON, Rut

ACCAD, Fouad Elias

ADAMS ,
Dave

ADEYEMO, Tokunboh

ADHIKARY, Smith R.

ADRIAN, Victor

AHRENS, Marilyn

AKERS, John

ALEXANDRE, Manuel

ALEXANDER, Brooks

ALLARD, Pierre

ALLEN, Frank

ALLISON, Norman E.

ALLOOLOO, Jonas

ALLOWAY, D. Miller

ALLOWAY, Norma B.

ALLOWAY, Robert

ALPHONSE, Martin

ALVAREZ, F. Obed Ramon

ANABALON, Francisco

ANDERSEN, Hakon E.

ANDERSON, Gerald H.

ANDERSON, Gerald S.

ANDERSON, Richard

COUNTRY ROOM NO

Norway 402 7

Ghana 108

Argentina 4008

Sri Lanka 109

Sweden 110

Bahrain 111

United Kingdom 3002

Nigeria 112

Bangladesh 113

Canada 114

Thailand 3030

USA 4074

Portugal 113

USA 11

6

Canada 3023

Philippines 11

7

USA 1072

Canada 119

Canada

Canada

Canada 7017

India 120

Peru 3013

Chile 123

Norway 3078

USA 4078

USA 5084

USA 114

Note: Country listed is country of residence, if there

is another country in brackets, that is the country of

origin.
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ANDRE, Jean

ANDRE, Josiarme

ANONG

,

Phadungchiwi

t

ANWARI, M. S.

APREM, Mar

ARANA-QUIROZ, Pedro

ARAPOVIC, Boris

ARIGA, Paul K.

ARLES ,
S

.

ARMERDJNG, Hudson

ARPUTHARAJ

,

Devar

j

ASKE, Sigurd

ASPINALL, H. Raymond

ATALLAH, Ramez L.

ATHYAL, Saphir

AULAR, Francisco

AYLARD, Don

AZZATI, Roberto

B

BABA
,
Panya

BAKHSH ,
Daniel

BAKKE, Raymond

BALDWIN, Bill

BALLARD, Jerry

BANGRAITHONG

,

Vi chi

t

BARNETT, Douglas
0

BARRIENTOS, Alberto

BARRINGTON-WARD ,
Simon

BARROWS, Cliff

Switzerland k080

Swit zerland 3052

Thailand 3014

Indonesia 129

India 131

Peru 3015

Sweden (Yugoslavia) 205

Japan 206

India 207

USA 4082

India 208

Norway 3002

Argentina (USA) 209

Canada 6012

India 1050

Colombia 210

Venezuela 123

USA

Argent ina 209

Nigeria 112

Pakistan 111

USA 212

Greece (USA) 1030

USA 2050A

Thailand 3038

United Kingdom 3078

Costa 209

United Kingdom 4084

USA 8031
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BARUCH, Betty

BEALS
,
Arthur

BECHTEL, John H.

BEAZLEY, W.

BEAZLEY, Mrs. W.

BELACHEV, Mulatu

BENDOR-SAMUEL, John

BENHAYXM, Hay

a

BENHAYIM, Menahem

BENN, Robert P. F.

BENNETT, Charles T.

BERG, Clayton L.

BERRYMAN, Barry

BETZ, Ulrich

BEYERHAUS, Peter

BHAJJAN, Samuel

BHENGU, Sipho

BIRECH, E.

BLXATES ,
Apostolos

BLUE, Ronald J.

BOAKYE-YXADOM , S t ephen

BODHO, Dirinda Marini

BONERFALT, Kjell

BONGARRA, Juan Pablo

BORCHERT, Gerald

BOSCH , David

BOURDEAUX ,
Michael

BOURNE, Xan

BOUW, Vim J.

BOWEN, Vanda

BOYD, Forrest

BRADSHAW, Malcolm

BREXVXK ,
Helge

BRIGHT
,
Vonette

BRIGHT, William

BRXTTON ,
Neil

BROMMELAND, Hanne-Grete

Australia 213

USA 116

Hong Kong (USA) 3054

USA 4010

USA 4010

Kenya (Ethiopia) 305

6

United Kingdom 214

Israel 4012

Israel 4012

Australia 127

USA 3058

USA 212

Australia 3092

West Germany 3084

West Germany 215

India 207

South Africa 21

6

Kenya 2094

Greece 217

USA 3019

Kenya (Ghana) 219

Zaire 112

Thailand (Norway) 2074

Argentina 3015

USA 212

South Africa 220

United Kingdom 301

New Zealand 302

Netherlands 303

Thailand 3032

USA 3086

Philippines 304

Thailand (Norway) 3060

USA 5052

USA 5052

Swi t zerland 3088

Norway 3052
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BROWN, G. Thompson

BRUCHMANN, Donald

BRYANT, David

BURKLIN, Frederick

BURKLIN, Werner

BUSTOS, Miqueas

BUTLER, Phillip W.

USA

USA

USA

West Germany

West Germany

Mexico

USA

3062

i+086

116

3084

3094

305

301
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CABALLERO, Raul

CABRERA, Victor

CALLAGHAN, Robert

CAMPBELL, Nancy

CAPON, John

CARLSON, Blair

CARY, Lovell R.

CASTRO, Emilio

CASTRO, Gladys

CASTRO, George

CASTRO, Patricia

CAVALCANTI, Edward

CEDAR, Paul

CHAMBERS, Irv

CHAMBERS, Marilyn

CHAMORRO, Nestor

CHAN, David I-San

CHAN, Mo-Yin Agatha

CHAN, Nang Fong

CHANG, Gideon

CHANG, Tom

CHAO, Jonathan

CHAO, Samuel

CHAPMAN, Colin

CHATFIELD ,
Joan

CHEN, Stephen

CHENG, Samuel

CHEW, Jim

CHHOA, Luke

CHIENDA, YoA.

CHINN, Lei ton

CHIRAMANAPHAND ,
Chira

CHIT, Myo

CHO, Chongnahm

CHO, David

Argentina 3023

Argentina 123

Australia 3062

Thailand 3020

United Kingdom 306

USA 5054

USA 306

Switzerland 4014

Switzerland hoih

Philippines 307

Nicaragua 1X0

Brazil 308

USA 3064

USA 6008

USA 6008

Colombia 305

Singapore 3O8

Hong Kong 309

Singapore 310

Malaysia 3033

Canada 119

Hong Kong 311

Taiwan 312

Lebanon (UK) 313

USA 314

Taiwan 311

United Kingdom 111

Singapore 312

East Malaysia 311

Malawi 315

USA 211

Thailand 3038

Burma 211

Korea 3058

Korea 4088
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CHOVJ, Lien Hwa Taiwan 316

CHUA, Gilbert Singapore 4090

CHUA, Wee Hian United Kingdom 2000B

CHUCHO, Manuel Ecuador 317

CHUN, Chae Ok Korea 318

CHUN, San Cho Korea 3066

CHUNG, Derek USA 319

CLARKE, Sundar India 131

CLEMENT, K. India 131

CLEMENT, S 0 J. Thailand 3024

CLINE, Ronald Ecuador (USA) 320

COBB, Dan Thailand 5028

COBB, Mrs • Dan Thailand 5028

COFSKY, Mary Beth USA 4016

COFSKY, Warren USA 4016

COGGINS, Wade USA 322

COHEN, David Aus tralia 315

COLE, Alan Aus tralia 315

COLEMAN, Robert USA 217

CONARD, William Mexico (USA) 3068

CONLEY, William USA 319

CONNER, Geneva USA 401

8

CONNER, Ruben USA 4018

COOK, E. David United Kingdom 323

COOK, Douglas Philippines 324

COOPER, Sybil Thailand

COOPER, Tom United Kingdom (USA) 325

CORMACK, Don Thailand 8072

CORMACK, Mrs • Don Thailand 8072

COSTAS, Orlando Costa Rica 113

COVELL, Ralph R. USA 324

COWAN, George M. USA 326

COWLES, Robert USA 3068

CRAWLEY, Winston USA 320

CROUSE, J. Bo Korea (USA) 2014
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CRUMPTON, Derek

CULBERTSON, Howard

CUMMINGS, James

CUNNINGHAM, Loren

CUSH, Neville

CZAJKO, Edward

D

DADSWELL, Carol

DAIDANSO, Ma Djongwe

DAIMOI, Joshua

DAIN, A. Jack

DAMASKINIDES ,
Angelos

DANFORTH, Joyce

DARANEE

DAS GUPTA, No Ko

DAVID, Co Go

DAVIS, Gerald

DAYTON, Edward

de AGUILAR, Elsa Ramirez

de ALMEIDA, Fernando Resina

de AZEVEDO, Irland Pereira

de BENOIT, Claire-Lise

DECORVET, Philippe

DEJESUS, Benjamim P.

DEJONG, Marie-Christine

DEJONG, Sandra

De Oca, Alba L.M.

DERIDDER, Richard

DEVEDRINES, Marie

South Africa 216

USA 326

Taiwan 3005

USA 3070

Aus tralia 8011

Poland 328

Thailand 1021

Tchad 218

Papua New Guinea 329

Australia 8015

Greece 217

Sri Lanka 330

Thailand 3010

Bangladesh 205

India 331

Australia 4092

USA 7037

Guatemala 213

Portugal 332

Brazil 1002

Switzerland 3096

Switzerland 1004

Philippines 1006

France 3072

USA

Peru 2076

USA 1008

France 1010
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DHARMAKITTI, Manel S.

DIGANGI, Mariano

DIGANGI, Ninette

DILGER, Otto

DOKO, Gabriel

DOLLAR, Harold

dos SANTOS, Antonio

dos SANTOS, Jonathan F.

DOUGLAS, J.D.

DRUMMOND, Lewis A.

DUBE, Phineas

DUEWEL, Wesley

DUGBE, Jimmie

Sri Lanka 1021

Canada 4020

Canada 4020

West Germany 4094

Benin 1014

Haiti 1016

Portugal 332

Brazil 332

Scotland 3092

USA 1018

Zimbabwe 1020

USA 1022

Liberia 1024
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EATON, Derek L. Egypt (N. Zealand) 1026

EDIGER
,
Anne India (Canada) 309

EDRINGTON, Roger United Kingdom (USA) 325

ELISHA, Sarala India 3022

ENGEL, James F. USA 3070

ENGELSVIKEN, Tormod Norway 1004

ENGSTROM, Ted USA 4050

ERIKS EN ,
Bent Reidar Norway 205

ERICKSON, Mark Thailand 3034

ESHLEMAN, Kathy USA 4022

ESHLEMAN, Paul USA 4022

ESPARZA, Graciela Guatemala 3066

ESPINOZA, David USA (Mexico) 3016

ETYA 1 ALE ESSI

,

Daniel Cameroon 1020

EVANS, Robert P. France (USA) 5003

EVANSON, Phillip USA 1030

EZEIGBO, Matthew 0. Nigeria 1014

FANGIDAE, Wem H.

FANINI ,
Nilson

FEAR, John

FEATHER, Robert

FEATHER, Mrs. Robert

FERNANDO, Ajith

FERNANDO ,
B . E

.

FEY, Virginia

FICK, Ulrich

FINLEY, Allen B.

Indonesia

Brazil

United Kingdom

USA

USA

Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka

Taiwan (USA)

West Germany

USA

1052

105U

3086

120

109

309

3005

3018
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FISCHER, Gottfried

FITZSTEVENS, David

FITZSTEVENS, John

FITZSTEVENS, Esther

FOGGIN, Peter M.

FONTENOT, I.J.

FORD, Deborah Jean

FORD, Jeannie

FORD, Leighton

FORSTER, Roger

FOJJREL, Jean Francois

FRAMPTON, Kenneth

FRAMPTON, Pauline

FREMPONG, Justin

FRIGOLI ,
Bruno

FRIZEN, E. L. Jr.

FUNG, Raymond

FURUYAMA, Andrew

East Germany

Thailand

Hong Kong (USA)

Hong Kong (USA)

Canada

USA

USA

USA

USA

United Kingdom

France

United Kingdom

United Kingdom

Ghana

Bolivia

USA

Hong Kong

Japan

303

505k

U02U

4024

327

1012

6002

6008

6008

214

1036

4026

4026

1058

1060

322

1062

1064
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GALE, Kim

GALLIMORE, Gerry

GAMEDZE ,
Aaron B.

GARABAYA, Santiago

GAY, Eric

GAY, Jacqueline

GERBER ,
Vergil

GERISCHER, Lothar

GILT, Juan

GILL, Athol

GINGRICH, Paul M.

GITARI, David

GLASSER, Arthur

GLASSER, Carol

GOH

,

Andrew

GOLDBERG, Louis

GOLDSMITH, Martin

GOLONKA, Elias

GOMES, David

GOPAL RATNAM, Daisy L.

GOSSNER, Jan

GOVINDEN, Devarakshanam

GOYTIA, Jaime

GRATION, John A.

GRAY, June

GRAY, Robert

GREENWAY, Roger S.

GRIFFITHS, Michael

GROSMAN, Eugene

GRUNDMANN, Helmut

GUITZ C., Domingo

GUMEDE , C . P . M

.

GUNTHER, Robert

USA 5040

Jamaica 1024

Swaziland 1068

Argent ina J05

Switzerland 118

Switzerland 1028

USA 322

East Germany 328

Spain 5009

Australia 302

USA 4028

Kenya 1020

USA 3044

USA 1074

Singapore 129

USA 1014

United Kingdom 1076

USA 5015

Brazil 115

India 5017

Norway 1078

South Africa 1080

Bolivia 1082

USA 1084

USA

USA

USA 1008

United Kingdom 214

USA 118

West Germany 5019

Guat emala 1086

Swaziland 1088

Thailand
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GUSTAFSON ,
James Thailand (USA) 1076

GUSTAVSON, Brandt USA 5021

GUTIERREZ ,
Gerardo Peru 1002

GUTIERREZ V. ,
Isaias Chile 210

GUYNES ,
Delmer Hong Kong

H

5023

HADJIAN ,
Carlos Uruguay 1070

HAGELIA, Hallvard Norway 1078

HALE, Joe USA 1090

HALL, Douglas USA 3023

HALL, Mrs. Douglas USA 302k

HAN, B.K. USA 4030

HAMILTON, Donald USA 5025

HAMILTON, Ethel USA 5030

HAMILTON, Richard USA 5050

HAMM, Gerhard West Germany 1092

HAN , Chul Ha Korea 1090

HAN, Sang Kook Korea 1094

HARLEY, C. David United Kingdom 1076

HATCH, Robert Allen Ecuador (USA) 317

HAURISSA, John Indonesia 4002

HAY, Ian USA 3029

HEARD, Edward Australia 4034

HEDSTROM, Ake Sweden 5031

HELSEL, Karen Thailand 3022

HERM ,
Bruno West Germany 1096

HIEBERT , Paul USA 3033



HILL, Don Canada

HILL, Joy Canada

HILL, Donald USA 308

HILL, Evelyn Thailand 3024

HILL, Ronald Thailand 1022

HILLIARD
,
Clarence USA 1018

HIND, Elizabeth Thailand 3030

HINSON
,
William USA

HINSON
,
Mrs. William USA

HINZ ,
Erwin East Germany 1096

HITCHEN, John M. Papua New Guinea 1018

HESSELGRAVE, David USA 1001

HMINGA
,

C . L

.

India 207

HOFFMANN, Fritz East Germany 215

HOGAN, J. Philip USA 5033

HOGUE ,
C . B

.

USA 5035

HOLLAND
,
Fred USA 1084

HOLLEY, Henry USA 5037

HOKE, Donald USA 4038

HOKE, Stephen T. USA 4038

HOHNS

,

H. Murray USA

HOLMER ,
Uwe East Germany 215

HOLSINGER, Charles D. USA 1007

HOPPLER, Armin Swit zerland 1004

HORAK, Jo sip Yugoslavia 5007

HORNBY, All on Canada 4o4o

HOUSSNEY, Georges Lebanon 1011

HOUSTON, Tom United Kingdom 1064

HOWARD, David USA 5000

HOWARD, Phyllis USA 5000

HOWELL, Allison M. Australia 11

0

HOWELL, John Australia 5004

HSIAO, Andrew Hong Kong 7038

HSUEH, Theodore Hong Kong 4040

HUILLCA, Melchor Peru 1070

HUNTER, George C. USA 115
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IBRAHIM, Simon A.

IMBUYE ,
Sarah

ISAIS, Juan

ISTAFANOUS ,
Abd-el-Masih

IZON, Stan

Nigeria 1024

Kenya 330

Mexico 3*025

Egypt 1060

Canada 3000

J

JABBOUR, Nabil

JACOBS, Max

JAHNKE ,
Werne r

JAMES, G.D.

JAMES, Tara

JANEPIRIYAPRAYOON

,

Thira

JANZON, Goran

JASPER, Gladys

JAVALERA, Elizabeth

JAVIER, Eleaser E.

JEBASINGH. Emil

JEYARAJ, B.

JIMALE ,
Adam

JOHNSTON, Arthur P.

JOHNSTONE

,

Patrick

JONES, Samuel

JOSEPH, K.J.

JOSHUA, M. Patrick

JUAREZ, Rodolfo

Egypt 312

Indonesia 1017

Indonesia (Germany) 1052

Australia (India) 6003

Pakistan 3032

Thailand 3074

Sweden 303

Philippines (USA) 1074

Philippines 213

Philippines 307

India 1052

India 120

Somalia 1019

USA 1001

United Kingdom 1026

Hong Kong 3060

India 1068

India 4042

Mexico 3005
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KABAZZI Richard B.

KACHAJE. Hardwick A.

KAETZEL. 01 lie

KANALESON ,
Samuel T.

KANDA, Eisuke

KANTZER, Kenneth

KAN1ARTJIS, Michael

KATTAPURAM, V.M.

KEEVIL, Peter

KEXDANN, Dal tro M.

KEKUNA, Curt

KELSEY, George

KERR, Ada May

KERR, Allan

KERR, Beverly

KERSHAW, Max

KERSHAW, Mrs. Max

KHAIR-ULLAH, Frank

KHAN, Mobin

KHATRY, Ramesh

KHO, Samuel

KHOCKSHI, Philip

KJLBOURNE , J. Elmer

KIM, Jang Hwan (Billy)

KIM, Joon Gon

KIM, Myung Hyuk

KINGSMORE, Brian

KIRK, J. Andrew

KIRKPATRICK, Charles D.

KJAER-HANSEN, Kai

KLEM, Herbert

KNECHTLE, Ann

KNECHTLE, Emilio

KNECHTLE, Cliff©

Uganda 3027

Malawi 1023

Thailand

USA (India) 4042

Japan 206

USA 1027

Greece 7044

India 208

Venezuela (UK) 2004

Brazil 2006

USA 2090

Jordan (USA) 3X3

Australia 5028

Australia 5028

USA 8035

USA 3033

USA 3031

Pakistan 2008

USA (India) 1090

Nepal 113

Thailand 1025

Bangladesh 2010

Korea (USA) 4011

Korea 3064

Korea 6005

Korea 4044

N. Ireland 2012

United Kingdom 1023

USA 4030

Denmark 2014

USA 1084

USA 8068

USA 8068

USA 3050



l6

KNECHTLE, Heidi

KOCH, Leslie F.

KOH, A.T. Victor

KOLB, Erwin J.

KOLB, Mrs. Erwin

KORTSCH, Uli

KOSHY, T.E.

KOVILPILLAI, Jean

KRAFT, Hans-Georg

KRAFT, Marguerite

KRAFT, Charles

KRASKER, Annie (F)

KRAYBILL. Paul N.

KRAYBILL, Jean M.

KRITZINGER, Johan J.

KUMALO, Philemon

KUMUYI, V.F.

KUZMIC, Peter

KVARME, Ole Chr. M.

KWEK ,
Godfrey

KYANDA, Daniel

KYLE, John E.

KYYHKYNEN, Marjatta (f)

USA 3050

Thailand 2012

Philippines 1006

USA 8026

USA 8026

Canada 119

USA 1027

Malaysia 1021

West Germany 216

USA 8018

USA 8018

Thailand 3014

USA 5006

USA 5006

South Africa 1001

Zimbabwe 201

6

Nigeria 1068

Yugoslavia 1078

Israel 1026

Singapore 1072

Uganda 1023

USA 2015

Finland 1010
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L

LACEY, Graham United Kingdom 2004

LAM, Timothy Hong Kong 4046

LAMB, William USA 8022

LAMB, Miriam USA 8022

LANDERO , Gregorio Colombia 1086

LANDRETH, Gordon
*

United Kingdom 4034

LANDREY, Paul USA 6007

LANGE, Friedhelm West Germany 4003

LAOHABUT, Paisarn Thailand 3011

LARROSA
,
Lemuel J. Uruguay 2020

LAU, Ellie Hong Kong 1080

LAW, Gail Hong Kong 314

LAZARO, Immanuel Tanzania 316

LE-CHAU, Loc USA (Vietnam) 304

LEFEUVRE, R. Philip South Africa 306

LEE, Chang-Shik Korea 5008

LEE, Jong Yun Korea 2004

LEHMANN, Theo East Germany 2022

LEMOS ,
Ruth Doris Brazil 2024

LEMOS, Jo ao Brazil 313

LEVETT, F. R. Australia 2026

LEWIN, Tony South Africa 2028

LEWIS, Gordon USA 8046

LIAO, David USA 5038

LIEBERT, Samuel 0. Argent ina 8016

LIEBERT, Rosa Argentina 8016

LIBEREK, Denise Belgium 3021

LIBEREK
, Samue

1

Belgium (UK) 3021

LILLARD, Robert Italy (USA) 2030

LIMAHUTASARANEE ,
Prayoon Thailand 3042

LINDSELL, Harold USA 5008

LINKOUS, Leola USA 6010

LISS, John USA 121

LISS, Linda USA 121
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LITTLE, Marie

L0, Kenneth K.

LIEWEN, Jacob

LOH, Joachim

LOH, Ruthild

LOPEZ, Oscar

LOUX, Gordon

LOVE, Ruth

LOVREC, Branko

LUKASSE, Johan

MACDONALD ,
Gordon

MACKEY, Curtis

MACLEOD, Murdo

MAORIS, Costas

MADINDA, Yohana

MADISON, Ford

MAGANA, J. R.

MAGBANUA, Fred Jr.

MAKANZU, Mavumilusa

MALEK, Sobhi ,
Wasef

MALLOUHI, Mazhar

MANOGAROM, J. Victor

MANOONSAK, K.

MAN ,
Jo s e ph

MAOZ ,
Baruch

MAPALIEJ-MANTIK ,
Mari e t j e

MARCHANT, Colin

MARKHAM, Pat

MARKOS, Antonious

MARKS, Bailey, E.

MARWEIH, Augustus

USA 3096

Hong Kong 2032

Togo (USA) 329

West Germany 5022

West Germany 5022

Guatemala 2020

USA 6009

USA 6010

Yugoslavia 2022

Belgium 4015

USA U017

Philippines (USA) 8096

United Kingdom 410

Greece 2034

Tanzania 1019

USA 3 05 OB

Thailand 3034

Philippines 325

Zaire 2016

Tunis (Eygpt) 2036

Morocco (Australia) 2036

India 208

Thailand 3074

Sierra Leone 2036

Israel 1007

Indonesia 2038

United Kingdom 2040

Thailand (Canada) 3022

Kenya (Eygpt) 6019

USA 8037

Liberia 1058
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MASSEY, Iqbal Kundan Cyprus 5026

MASSEY, Kundan Cyprus 5026

MASSEY, James USA 6023

MASTAPIIA, Daniel Fiji Islands 329

MATSON, Susan USA

MATTHIAS, Elmer W. USA 4019

MATTHIES, Helmut West Germany 4003

MATULESSY, John Indonesia 2078

MAXTON, M.M. India 2042

MAXWELL, Nell Canada 5030

MAXWELL ,
Thoma s B

.

Canada 5030

McCALL , Don Taiwan (USA) 307

McCURRY , Don USA 2036

McINTOSH, G. Stewart Peru (Scotland) 2044

McKAUGHAN, Paul USA 2018

McKEE, John P. USA 5032

McKEE, Margaret USA 5032

McKINNEY, Lois USA 2024

McKENNA, David USA 7016

McKENNA, Mrs. D^vid USA 7016

McKeown , Roy USA 6025

McMILLAN , Kenneth Canada U022

McNee, Peter New Ze?l^nd 302

McQUILKEN ,
J. Robertson USA 2026

MeVETY ,
Kenneth Japan (Cnad )

4007

MECHANIC , Rodney I. South Africa 1011

MEH , Tun Burm' 327

MELLIS , James K. Netherlands 2040

MELTEBEKE, Robert USA 5072

MELTEBEKE , Sara USA 5072

MELVIN, Billy USA 5076

MELVIN, Darlene USA 5076

MENDIS , S. Arnold Sri Lanka 331

MENE , Brown 0

.

Nigeria 2054

MERRIFIELD, William USA 2016

MFOMOU , Joseph Cameroon
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MILLER, Eric USA 4002

MILLER, Launie Thailand 3032

MILLER, Lois USA 2058

MILLER, Roland Canada 2060

MISSENA, Jose Paraguay 2020

MITCHELL, Robert USA 5030

MITCHELL, Claudia USA 5080

MITSUMORI ,
Haruo Japan 206

MOFFETT, Samuel Korea (USA) 4011

MOLEBATSI ,
Caesar South Africa 1012

MONROY, Juan Spain 7033

MONTGOMERY, James H. USA 4023

MOOMAW ,
Donn USA 5082

MOOMAV7, Carol USA 5002

MOONEYHAM, Eric USA 4025

MOONEYHAM, Mark USA kooo

MOONEYHAM, Stanley USA kooo

MOONEYHAM, LaVerda USA Uooo

MORALES ,
David Bolivia 1030

MORENO, Caesar Mexico 3005

MORRIS, Raymond R. Peru (USA) 1008

MORRISON, Barry J. United Kingdom 1025

MOSKOWITZ, Jh 1 an (Alan) USA 326

MOSVOLD ,
Kirsti Norway 2024

MOTESSI ,
Alberto H. USA 2026

MOYER, Nancy USA 8017

MUANTHANGA ,
P . C

•

India 2062

MPAGI , Evelyn Kenya (Uganda) 5068

MUENSTERMAN, Herbert 0. USA 4027

MUNDA, Kishimba wa Zaire 2028

MUNOZ M. ,
Alvaro Costa Rica 2064

MUNTHE, Ludvig Norway 8029

MURANTY, Kazimierz Poland 10^2

MUSOPOLE, W.C. Malawi 2068

MUTALA ,
Mpundu Zambia 2012

MUTOMBU, Kayij CAR (Zaire) 2056
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NAKAJIMA, George

NAKAYAMA, Timothy

NARJARY , Birjan

NASCIMENTO do, Joaquim C.

NAZIR-ALI , Michael J.

NDJERAREOU, Abel

NEWBERRY, Ian

NEWBERRY, Mrs. Francoise

NEWELL, William J.

NEWELL, Mrs. William J.

NEWTH, Patricia

NG, Lena L.H .

NGARMSOM, Wisut

NGARASSO, Nicolas

NICHOLLS ,
Bruce

NICKELSON, Marian

NKOSI, Nat

NOEL, Claude

NORDLANDER ,
Agne

NOVOTNEY, John

NSEIR, Erol

NUNEZ, Emilio Antonio

NUNEZ B., German

ORBLANDER, Barb

ODUNAIKE, Samuel

OGAN, James

OGAWA, Kunimitsu

Japan 2070

Canada 2030

India 2068

Brazil 105^+

Pakistan 2072

Tchad 218

Switzerland 118

Switzerland 1028

Canada 5086

Canada 5086

Kenya (Australia) 5068

Philippines 2058

Thailand 30^0

CAR 2056

India (N. Zealand) 1060

USA 2038

South Africa 207^

Haiti 1016

Sweden 208^

USA 5038

Australia 108

Guatemala 1008

Venezuela 2006

0

Thailand 3030

Nigeria 203^

USA 320

Indonesia (japan)
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OH, Pyeng Seh

OKUGAWA ,
Yasuhiro

OKUYAMA, Minoru

OLADIPO, Emmanuel

0LBERG, Tor

OLLEY, John

OLSON, David

OLSON, George L.

OLSON ,
Lawrence

OLSON, Samuel

OLSON, Warwick

ONOKALAH, Howland

ORACHORN

ORTIZ H. ,
Jaime

ORTIZ F. ,
Marcelino

OSEI-MENSAH, Gottfried

OYAMA, Reiji

Korea

Japan

Japan

Nigeria

United Kingdom (Norway)

Australia

USA

Japan (USA)

Brazil

Venezuela

Australia

Nigeria

Thailand

Colombia

Mexico

Kenya (Ghana)

Japan

1094

2080

3005

2082

208U

2086

2086

2086

2088

2006

kobk

1019

3010

2090

2092

1000

4009
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PALER0 ,
Jeremias

PALMS, Roger

PANDJAIIAN, Sopar

PANDJAIIAN, Tiolan

PARDO V. Hector J.

PAREDES, Tito

PARMAR , , Shantu K

.

PARRISH, Archie

PARSHALL, Phil

PARSHALL, Julie

PATTERSON, Donald

PAUNONEN ,
S eikku

PAWLIK, Zdzislaw

PECK, Royal

PEIRIS, Lakshman

PENA V. ,
Jose Ney

PENG, Chih-Ping

PENMAN, David

PEREIRA, G. Oscar

PEREZ, Cleto

PEREZ, Pablo E.

PERLMAN, Susan

PERROT, Michael

PERRY, Fred

PERSONS, Minnie

PERSONS, Wayne

PETERS, Ceorge W.

PHEKO ,
S.E.M.

PHLEGAR, Donald

PHEMISTER ,
Mary Anne

PHILIP, Abraham

PIERSON, Paul

PIERSON, Mrs. Paul

PIMENTEL, Belardin de

Philippines

USA

Indonesia

Indonesia

Colombia

Peru

India

USA

USA

USA

USA

Finland

Poland

USA

Sri Lanka

Ecuador

Taiwan

New Zealand

Chile

Bolivia

Mexico

USA

N. Ireland

United Kingdom

Thailand

Thailand

USA

Zambia

Thailand

USA

India

USA

USA

Amorim Brazil

1006

3027

8024

80 24

2003

2064

331

4013

3003

300 3

2018

60 29

2008

3084

2007

2011

2080

1072

2013

2088

2092

6031

2044

123

2044

2017

7029

3090

4033

5088

3088

103^



2h

PIPPERT, Becky USA 2019

PITCHER, Donald Canada bo 35

PONS, Francisco Argentina. 2088

PONT, Arthur United Kingdom 2 20

POSFAY ,
George Swi t zerland 4037

POYSTI, David E. Swi t zerland 4007

PRAWIROMARUTO ,
Herman Budl Indonesia

PRAWIROMARUTO ,
Inawaty Indonesia

PRICE, Keith Canada 4035

PUNTON, Jim United Kingdom 2040

PURAPAN, Surapon Thailand 3007

PURDy, C. Robert Hong Kong 305^

Q

QUIJADA, Alejo Peru 2064

R

RADER ,
Paul A

.

Korea 2014

RADZISZEWSKI, Bruno Argent ina 2090

RAEDEKE, Ted USA 4019

RAINEY, Jane V. United Kingdom 5096

RAKINGAM ,
Sunan Thailand 3010

RAMAROSON, Jules A. Madagascar 2082

RAMBO, David L. USA 1016

RAMIENTOS, Nene Philippines 2021

RAO, P. Sathkeerthi India 206 ;
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RASMUSSEN, Leif

RATANABUTRA

,

Charan

RAY , John

RAYBURN, Robert

REA, Jack

REID, Gavin H.

REID , John

REIMER, Reg

REIMER, Mrs. Reg

REMA ,
C . Lai

REYNOLDS, J. Berkley

RICHARD , D. John

RICHARD, Ramesh

RICHARDSON ,
Donal

d

RING, Donn

RIOS, T. Asdrubal

RIPLEY, David

RO, Bong Rin

ROBERTS, Clara Prabhudas

ROBINSON, John P.

RODGERS, John H.

RODGERS, Leonard

RODGERS, Margaret

ROMERO, Ezequiel

ROMERO, Juan

RONNBACK ,
Nils

ROSEN, Moishe

ROSS, Barry

RUAN, Edward

RUHUMURIZA ,
Aaron

RUIVIVAR, Faust ino Jr.

RYDBERG, Denny

RYDBERG, Marilyn

Denmark 2014

Thailand 7007

U.K. (Pakistan) 1064

USA 301

Taiwan 2032

United Kingdom 6035

Australia 1000

Thailand

Thailand

India 2042

Canada 6033

India 3019

USA 3019

Canada 6037

USA 2023

Venezuela 2011

Brazil 2005

Taiwan 2032

Singapore 1080

USA 324

USA 2030

Switzerland 3094

Australia 318

peru 1082

Mexico 2011

Kenya 3005

USA 7003

USA 220

Venezuela 3008

Rwanda 209

4

Philippines 2021

USA 3090

USA 3090
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s

SACEWICZ, Konstanty

SACHSE ,
Hans-Gunther

SAID, Mufeed

SAMUEL, C.B.

SAMUEL, George

SAMUEL, Vlnay Kumar

SANCHEZ ,
Ramon C.

SAND, Faith Annette

SANGMA, Subhas

SANGSTER, Verley

SANGSTER, Pearl ean
SANTI
SARASMUT, Narong

SARGUNAM, M. Ezra

SARTORIUS ,
Villi

SATYAVANI , P . G

.

SAVAGE, Peter

SCHACTERL#, Gene

SCHACTERLE, Karen

SCHEFFBUCH, Rolf

SCHERER, James

SCHERER, Frances E.

SCHMIDT, J. David

SCHUENEMANN, Detmar

SCHUBERT, Hart wig von

SCHULLER, Jeanne

SCHULLER, Robert

SCHULLER, Mrs. Robert

SCHULZE, Gunter

SCOTT, Waldron

SECREST, Lucinda Lee

SEFEIN ,
Nadia

SEINO, Katsuhiko

SHAH, Manjula

Poland 2022

East Germany 2025

Egypt 2072

India 1007

India 20k2

India 323

Philippines 2029

USA 107^

Bangladesh 203^

USA 8030

USA
Thailand
Thailand

8030

l°oll

India 2060

Swit zerland 7005

India 3031

Peru/U.K. 208k

Thailand 6092

Thailand 6092

West Germany 2025

USA 2072

USA 2002

USA k023

Indonesia (Germany) 2027

West Germany 2025

USA

USA

USA

Ecuador (Germany) 2023

USA 2050

USA 509b

Egypt 2096

Japan 2070

India 2002
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SHENK, David

SHOEMAKER, William

SHUMAKER, Richard

SHELLEY, Marjorie

SIDER, Ronald J.

SIDJABAT, Walter Bonar

SIEMENS, Ruth

SILVA da, Antonio Gilberto

SILVA da, Osmar L.

SIMBIRI, Isaac

SIMEAO ,
Eliseu

SINGLETON, Burt

SITORUS ,
Hermanus

SKIVINGTON, S. Robert

SMEDJEBACKA
,
Henrik

SMITH, Alex

SMITH, Bill

SMITH, Donald K.

SMITH, Calvin

SMITH, Douglas

SMITS, Yanis

SMYTH, Walter H.

SOGAARD, Viggo

SOKOKEN, Darwin

SOLC, Josef

SOLOMONA, Seme

SOMNUK (Li an)

SOOKHDEO, Patrick

SORAJJAKOOL, Sunti

SOVXC, Arne

SPENCE, Alan

SRINIVASAGAM, Theodore

STACEY, Vivienne

STAM, Peter

STANFIELD, J. Paget

USA 4028

USA 7009

USA 1094

Ivory Coast (USA) 2038

USA 2007

Indonesia 2078

USA 2019

Brazil 2015

Brazil 2023

Kenya 2054

Angola 2028

USA 7011

Indonesia 2078

Philippines (USA) 2010

Finland 7015

Thail and (Australia) 109

Thailand 4046

USA 2082

USA 3027

Bolivia (USA) 1002

Canada (Russian) 1092

USA 4076

Denmark 2031

Philippines 2029

USA 2031

Sudan 2017

Thailand 3040

United Kingdom 2074

Thailand 3027

Switzerland (USA) 2005

Zimbabwe 2031

India 117

Pakistan (UK) 1010

USA 114

United Kingdom 3007
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STANKIEWICZ, Michael

STEINER, Corrie

STEURNAGEL, Valdir P.

STEWART, David

STEWART, Maxine

STILLER, Brian C.

STOCKWELL, Eugene

STOTT, John R.W.

STRANSKY, Thomas

STROM, Verner K.

STRONG, Gary

STRUCKMEYER ,
Rosemari

e

SUAZO, Miguel

SUGDEN, Christopher

SUNDERARAJ, Francis

SUNEE (Su)

SUTCHAI (Bee)

SUTER, Heinz

SUTHACHIVA ,
Surady

SUWIT

SVANELL, El on

SWANK, Gerald 0.

SWEETING, Don

SWEETING, George

SYLVESTER, Nigel

SYWULKA ,
Stephen R.

Poland

Thailand

Brazil

New Zealand

Thailand

Canada

USA

United Kingdom

USA

Japan (Canada)

Zimbabwe

USA

Guatemala

India (UK)

India

Thailand

Thailand

Swi t zerland

Thailand

Thailand

Sweden

USA

USA

USA

United Kingdom

Guatemala (USA)

2008

3020

2092

2062

3072

4037

7019

1050

2033

2070

2017

6004

2015

323

209 ^

3012

3012

3088

3042

3040

4033

2068

4032

4032

316

2033
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T

TALITWALA, Stephen

TAN, Florence

TATA PEBA, Kabuya Masanka

TAYLOR, James H. Ill

THAIWATCHARLAMAS ,
Wanna

TEO, Maggie

THANARAJPRADIT ,
Thanaporn

THANASEELAN, Sam R.

THOMAS ,
Norman

THOMAS, T.V.

THOMAS, Touangai

THOMPSON, Leonard

TIENOU, Tite

TOASPERN, Paul

TOBIAS, Richard

TOH, A. Co

TOH, Mrs. A. C

.

TOLEDO, Florinda

TOMS, Paul Eo

TON, Iosif

TONG, Stephen

TONGCHAI, P.

TOOKE, John

TORMA, Karl

TORRES, Alfredo

TOSSOU, Tetevi

TOXTAENG, Chulin

TRACEY, Ken

TRINIDAD, Samuel (Lorenzo)

TSHABALALA ,
Daphne

TUDU, Munshi M.

TUNEA, Ioachim

TURNBULL, Robert

Kenya (Uganda) 2035

Singapore 310

CAR 2037

Taiwan (USA) 319

Thailand
Singapore 314

Thailand 3020

India 3006

USA 2033

Canada 2035

CAR 2037

India 127

Upper Volta 2037

East Germany 2027

USA 2060

Singapore

Singapore

Philippines 2058

USA 4009

Romania 2027

Indonesia 2035

Thailand 3034

South Africa 3016

Finland 1025

Colombia 3026

Togoland 3036

Thailand 4004

Kenya (N« Zealand) 3056

Mexico 1082

South Africa 318

India 117

Romania 3016

USA 1027
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u

UHRINAK ,
James S . USA 1056

V

VAANANEN, Ella

VALENCIA, A. Vidal

VANDER HAAR, Delbert J.

VANDER HAAR, Mrs. Delbert

VAN DER WEELE, J.J.

VAN HALSEMA, Dick

VAN HALSEMA, The

a

VARASIT, Dej

VEIZAGA, Rafael

VENCER, Augustin

VERGHESE, P 0 C.

VERNER, James L.

VERON, Francisco

VERSTRAELEN, Frans

VETAYANUKUL, Kosum

Finland 2019

Mexico 1088

USA

USA

Ne therl ands 3046

USA 8076

USA 8076

Thailand 3042

Bolivia 3008

Philippines 2021

India 2074

Thailand (UK) 1056

Paraguay 3008

Netherlands 3028

Thailand 3014
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w

WAGIYONO Indonesia 3006

WAGNER, Doris USA 8078

WAGNER, C. Peter USA 8078

WAKIDILO, Ngoy K. M. Zaire 3036

WAKATAMA
,
Pius Zimbabwe 3018

WALKER, Robert USA 4006

WALLAPORN (Ming) Thailand 3012

WANG, David Hong Kong 3028

WANG, Thomas Hong Kong 1062

WARD, Larry USA 7023

WARREN, Charles India (USA) 4006

WARUIRU, Esther Kenya 310

WEBER, Gerhard West Germany 3026

WEBSTER, CarolAnn USA 3060

WEBBER, Jan Australia 4050

WEBSTER, Warren USA 4034

WELLS, Brian New Zealand 1096

WELLS, Mrs . Brian New Zealand 1028

WEST, J ohn Aus tralia 3006

WESTERDUIN, Grace Thailand 3022

WHEAT, Robert USA 8033

WHITEHEAD, Frances United Kingdom 3090

WHITEMAN, Darrell J. Papua New Guinea (USA) 1062

WICK, Helen USA 2076

WICK, Stanley USA 1086

WIEBE, Bernie Canada
4036WIEBE, Vernon USA

WIJESINGHE ,
Neel Spain 4029

WILLIAMS, Caryl United Kingdom 3031

WILLIAMS ,
Raymon Aus tralia 6012

WILLIAMS, Theodore India 3026

WILSON, ftay
WILSON, Audrey

USA
USA

WILSON, Cynthia USA 5092
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WILSON, J. Christy USA 4017

WILSON, Mary USA 8082

WILSON, Samuel USA 8082

WINDSOR, Raymond New Zealand 1022

WINTER, Terry Canada 1025

MUW0LGE 1WTH, Samuel
ghgiland

WONG, James Singapore 129

WONGSO, Peter Australia 3028

WOOD, Elsie Thailand (USA) 8036

WOOD, George Thailand (USA) 8036

WOOD, Mike USA 8036

WU, Samuel S.C. Taiwan 1027

Y

YAMEGO, Samuel Upper Volta 3036

YANG, Bill Philippines 3038

YEBOAH, Florence Ghana 330

YEO, Alfred C*H. Singapore 3035

YEO, Rosie Singapore 3035

YEO, Peggy Hong Kong 209 6

YOU, Sanguine Korea 3037

YOU, Myung Jalee Korea 3037

YOUGOUDA, Pierre CAR 3018

YRI, Norvald Norway 3046

YUPANQUI, Manuel N. Ecuador 317

YUZON, Lourdino A. Singapore 6028
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ZAPATA, Be

a

Guatemala 2076

ZIMMERMAN
, Thomas USA 1000

ZIMMERMANN, Jean Swi tzerland 8014

ZIMMERMANN, Stella Swi tzerland 8014

ZOKOUE, Isaac Ivory Coast 3018
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PARK HOTEL
HONGKONG

61-65, Chatham Road South, Kowloon, Hong Kong

Phone: 3-661371 Cable: PARKHOTEL
Telex: 75740 PARKH HX

r~ S
ROOM TARIFF Approx in

Single HK$1 90.00 US$38.00

230.00 46.00

250.00 50.00

270.00 54.00

Deluxe Single 290.00 58.00

Twin 220.00 44.00

260.00 52.00

280.00 56.00

300.00 60.00

Deluxe Twin 320.00 64.00

Suite 350.00 70.00

650.00 130.00

TABLE D’HOTE MEALS

Continental

Breakfast HK$15.00 US$3.00

Full breakfast 19.00 3.80

Lunch 27.00 5.40

Dinner 30.00 6.00

Plus 10% service charge and 4% Government

room tax.

Rates payable in Hong Kong currency or

equivalent.

Rates quoted in U.S. currency are for reference

only.

No charge for children under 12 years sharing the

same room with parents. Extra bed HKS40.00

For reservation & information see your travel

agent

This tariff is effective May 1st, 1980 and subject

^to change without notice.
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We have gathered at Pattaya, Thailand, for the Consultation on World Evangelization,

over ^00 Christians from a wide diversity of backgrounds, nations and cultures.

We have spent 10 days together in a fellowship of study, praise and prayer. We have

celebrated God’s great love for us and for all humanity. We have considered before

him and under his Word the command of our Lord Jesus Christ to proclaim the gospel

to all people on earth. We have become freshly burdened by the vast numbers who

have never heard the good news of Christ and are lost without him. We have been

made ashamed of our lack of vision and zeal, and of our failure to live out the

gospel in its fulness, which have weakened our obedience and compromised our

witness. We have noted that there are hard places where opposition is strong and

evangelism is difficult. At the same time, we have rejoiced to hear how God is

at work in his world, and how he is making many peoples receptive to his Word.

Our consultation has been held in the ancient Kingdom of Thailand, and we are

grateful for the welcome which we have received from the hospitable Thai people.

In particular we have enjoyed fellowship with Thai church leaders, and have sought

to share the concern of their hearts that, after more than 150 years of Protestant

missions, considerably less than 1% of their country’s 4f million people confess

Jesus Christ as Saviour and Lord.

Close by, or the country's eastern border, are hundreds of thousands of refugees

from neighbouring countries. They symbolize both the political ferment of the

world and the tragic suffering of millions of human beings. We denounce the

injustice of which they are victims, and have struggled to understand and feel

their plight. We thank God for those Christians who have been among the first to

go to their aid. We thank him also that growing numbers of them, uprooted^from

their ancestral homes and cultural inheritance, are finding in J*301

security and a new life. We have made a solemn resolution to involve ourselves

more actively in the relief and rehabilitation of refugees throughout the world.

(The Thailand Statement presupposes, endorses and reaffirms the Lausanne

Covenant, 19
r;
4.)



The Mandate for World Evangelization

We believe that there is only one living and true God, the Creator of the universe

and the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ; that he has made all men, women and children

in his own likeness; that he loves all those whom he has made, although they have

rebelled against him and are under his judgment; and that he longs for their

salvation. He sent his Son Jesus Christ to die for sinners and, having raised

him from the dead, has given him universal authority, that every knew should bow

to him and every tongue confess him Lord This exalted Jesus now sends us, on whom

he has had mercy, into the world as his witnesses and servants.

As his witnesses he has commanded us to proclaim his good news in the power of the

Holy Spirit to every person of every culture and nation, and to summon them to

repent, to believe and to follow him. This mandate is urgent, for there is no

other Saviour but Jesus Christ. It is also binding on all Christian people. As

the Lausanne Covenant declares, the evangelistic task 'requires the whole church

to take the whole gospel to the whole world' (para.f).

We are also the servants of Jesus Christ who is himself both 'the servant' and

•the Lord'. He calls us, therefore, not only to obey him as Lord m every area of

our lives, but also to serve as he served. We confess that we have not sufficiently

followed his example of love in identifying with the poor and hungry, the deprived

and the oppressed. Yet all God's people 'should share his concern for justice and

reconciliation throughout human society and for the liberation of men from every

kind of oppression' (Lausanne Covenant, para.^).

Although evangelism and social action are not identical, we gladly reaffirm our

commitment to both, and we endorse the Lausanne Covenant in its entirety. It

remains the basis of our common activity, and nothing it contains is beyond our

concern, so long as it is clearly related to world evangelization.

The Primacy of Evangelization

The Lausanne Covenant declares that 'in the church’s mission of sacrificial service

evangelism is primary’ (para. 6). This is not to deny that evangelism and social

action are integrally related, but rather to acknowledge that of all the tragic

needs of human beings none is greater than their alienation from their Creator an

the terrible reality of eternal death for those who refuse to repent and believe.

If therefore we do not commit ourselves with urgency to the task of evangelization,

we are guilty of an inexcusable lack of human compassion.

Some two-thirds of the world's four and a half billion people have had no proper

opportunity to receive Christ. We have considered the value of thinking of them

not only as individuals, but also as people groups who perceive themselves as having

an affinity for one another. Many are within easy reach of Christians. Large

numbers of these are already Christian in name, yet still need to be evangel zed

because they have not understood the gospel or not responded to it. The great

maiority of people in the world, however, have no Christian neighbours to share

Christ with them. They can therefore be reached only by cross-cultural messengers

of the gospel. We confidently expect that these will increasingly come from all

countries, as the Christian mission becomes universalized, and we will work to

keep this challenge before the churches.
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Some Vital Aspects of Evangelization

At Lausanne our theme was 'Let the Earth hear his voice'; in Thailand it has been

•How shall they hear?’ So we have searched the Scriptures daily in order to

learn more about the God who speaks, the message he has spoken, and the people to

whom and through whom he speaks.

We have reaffirmed our confidence in the truth and power of God's Word, and our

desire to let his voice penetrate our cultural defences. We have recognized

the local church as the principal agency for evangelism, whose total membership

must therefore be mobilized and trained. We have heard the call to be sensitive

to other people's cultural patterns and not to impose our own. We have also

acknowledged the indispensable necessity of the work of the Holy Spirit, and of

prayer to the sovereign Lord for boldness to speak for him.

For five of our ten days together we have divided into 17 mini -consultations ,
all

of which have concentrated on how to reach particular peoples for Christ. These

mini-consultations have built upon a lengthy study programme in which hundreds of

groups throughout the world have been involved. Our purpose has been to consider

important issues of theology and methodology, in relation to our approach to

different peoples, in order to develop realistic strategies for evangelism.

Many of the reports have called for a change in our personal attitudes. The

following four have been particularly emphasized:

The first is love . Group after group has asserted that 'we cannot evangelize if

we do not love'. We have had to repent of prejudice, disrespect and even

hostility towards the very people we want to reach for Christ. We have also

resolved to love others as God in Christ has loved us, and to identify with them

in their situation as he identified himself with us in ours.

Secondly, humility. Our study has led us to confess that other people’s resistance

to the gospel has sometimes been our fault. Imperialism, slavery, religious

persecution in the name of Christ, sexual oppression, cultural insensitivity,

racial pride (whether Anti-black, Anti-white, Ant^-Jewish, Anti-Arab or any other

kind), and indifference to the plight of the needy and the powerless - these are

some of the evils which have marred the church's testimony and put stumbling

blocks in other people's road to faith. We resolve in future to spread the gospel

with greater humility.

Thirdly, integrity. Several groups have written about the character and conduct

of the message-bearer . Our witness loses credibility when we contradiot it by

our life or lifestyle. Our light will shine only when others can see our good

works (Matt. 5 S 16 ) . In a word, if we are to speak of Jesus with integrity, we

have to resemble him.

The fourth emphasis has to do with power . We know that we are engaged in a

spiritual battle with demonic forces. Evangelism often involves a power encounter,

and in conversion Jesus Christ demonstrates that he is stronger than the strongest

principalities and powers of evil by liberating their victims. Strategy and

organization are not enough; we need to pray earnestly for the power of the Holy

Spirit. God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of boldness.



Cooperation in World Evangelization

We have been deeply concerned during our consultation to strengthen evangelical

cooperation in global evangelization, for no single agency could accomplish this

enormous task alone.

We ,ioyfully affirm the unity of the Body of Christ and acknowledge that we are

bound together with one another and with all true believers. While a true unity

in Christ is not necessarily incompatible with organizational diversity, we must

nevertheless strive for a visible expression of our oneness. This witnesses to

Christ’s reconciling power and demonstrates our common commitment to serve him.

In contrast, competitive programmes and needless duplication of effort both waste

resources and call into question our profession to be one in Christ. So we pledge

ourselves again, in the words of the Lausanne Covenant, 'to seek a deeper unity in

truth, worship, holiness and mission' (para. 7).

It is imperative that we work together to fulfil the task of world evangelization.

Cooperation must never be sought at the expense of basic biblical teaching,

whether doctrinal or ethical. At the same time, disagreement on non-essentials

among those equally concerned to submit to Scripture should not prevent cooperation

in evangelism. Again, cooperation must never inhibit the exercise of the diverse

gifts and ministries which the Holy Spirit gives to the people of God. But nor

should the diversity of gifts and ministries be made an excuse for non-cooperation.

Yet obstacles to cooperation remain, which involve genuine problems and complex

issues. Some of these reflect either the social, political, geographical and

cultural circumstances or the ecclesiastical traditions from which we come.

Others reflect tensions between different forms of ministry (e.g. between

traditional church structures and those which are not directly accountable to

churches) or between different evangelistic strategies and methodologies. These

and other tensions are real and must be frankly faced. They do not release us,

however, from our responsibility to explore with creativity different levels of

cooperation in evangelism. We are determined to work more closely together. The

Scripture urges us to 'stand firm in one spirit, with one mind striving side by

side for the faith of the gospel' (Phil. 1:27).

We believe that God has given a special role to the Lausanne Committee for World

Evangelization to act as a catalyst for world evangelization. We desire therefore

to give it a further mandate to stimulate evangelism throughout the world, on the

basis of the Lausanne Covenant, and in growing cooperation with others of like

mind

.



Our Commitment to Christ

In the light of his clear command to go and make disciples of all nations, his

universal authority and his love for all humanity, we solemnly make the following

commitment to Christ, which we shall seek His grace to fulfils

1. We pledge ourselves to live under the lordship of Christ, and to be

concerned for his will and his glory, not our own.

2. We pledge ourselves to work for the evangelization of the world, and to

bear witness by word and deed to Christ and his salvation.

3 . We pledge ourselves to serve the needy and the oppressed, and in the name

of Christ to seek for them relief and Justice.

4. We pledge ourselves to love al 1 those we are called to serve, even as

Christ loved us, and to identify with them in their needs.

We pledge ourselves to pray for the church and for the world, that Christ

will renew his church in order to reach his world.

6 . We pledge ourselves to study God's Word, to seek Christ in it, and to

relate it to ourselves and our contemporaries.

7 . We pledge ourselves to give with the generosity of Christ, that we may

share with others what he has given to us.

8 . We pledge ourselves to go wherever Christ may send us, and never to settle

down so comfortably that we cannot contemplate a move.

9 . We pledge ourselves to labour to mobilize Christ's people, so that the

while church may take the whole gospel to the whole world.

10. We pledge ourselves to cooperate with all who share with us the true Gospel

of Christ, '
i n order to reach the unreached peoples of the world.

11. We pledge ourselves to seek the power of the Spirit of Christ, that he may

fill us and flow through us.

12. We pledge ourselves to wait with eagerness for Christ's return, and to be

busy in his service until he comes.

We believe that God, who has uniquely exalted his Son Jesus Christ, has led us

to make these pledges to him. With hope and prayer we invite all Christ's

followers to ioin us in our commitment, so that we may work together for the

evangelization of the world.
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Mrs.

area

Ruth

civic

Shattuck, 96,

leader, dies
NEENAH — Mrs. S. F. Shattuck,

wife of one of Neenah’s all-time leading

citizens and long active herself in civic

service, died this morning at her home,

324 E. Wisconsin Ave. She was 96.

With her husband , who died at age 97

in 1976, Mrs. Shattuck shared a deep

concern for the community. A particu-

lar interest of hers was education and

she was noted for her generosity in its

pursuit.

She served on a numher of boards of

education and
had been a

trustee of Apple-

ton’s Lawrence
University for the

past 60 years.

She is survived

by two sons,
Frank C. of Nee-
nah and James
Harwood, New
Haven, Conn.;
two daughters, Mrs. Shattuck

Mrs. Walter R. Courtenay of Hilton

Head Island, S.C., and Mrs. Mary S.

Young, Deerfield, 111.; 12 grand-

children and five great-grandchildren.

A memorial service will be held at 11

a.m., Monday, at the First Presby-

terian Church of Neenah with Dr. Wal-

ter R. Courtenay officiating. Westgor

Funeral Home is assisting the family

with funeral arrangements and it is

preferred that contributions be made
to the First Presbyterian Memorial

Fund in lieu of flowers.

Ruth Harwood Shattuck was born on

Nov. 27, 1883, in Appleton, daughter of

Frank J. Harwood, founder and presi-

dent of what is now known as Appleton

Mills.

She attended Appleton public ele-

mentary school, Lawrence University

Preparatory School and Lawrence Uni-

versity from which she received her
bachelor’s degree in 1906. Afterwards
she taught fifth grade in Reedsburg
and Appleton.

In 1908 she married S. F. Shattuck,

son of one of the founders of Kimberly-
Clark Corporation. Shattuck was vice

president in charge of industrial rela-

tions for K-C when he retired in 1945.

Among the interests the Shattucks

shared was the their support of Boys’

Brigade Association. The growing

youth group met at the Shattuck home
for a number of years before gradu-

ating to larger quarters.

Mrs. Shattuck continued her associ-

ation with Lawrence University by be-

coming an alumni trustee in 1920 and a

regular board member in 1935. She

served on the board’s executive com-

mittee until she resigned to become an

Emerita Trustee in 1971. Lawrence

awarded her an honorary master’s of

arts degree in 1951.

Her interest in education did not stop

with Lawrence and in 1971 she and her

husband received a distinguished ser-

vice award from the Wisconsin Associ-

ation of Independent Colleges and
Universities for having served a com-
bined total of 115 years on boards of

education.

Active in church projects, Mrs. Shat-

tuck taught a women’s Sunday School

class for 40 years, visited 33 shut-ins

monthly and was one of the first women
elders of the First Presbyterian
Church.
She also had an active interest in the

Emergency Society, Visiting Nurse As-

sociation, Red Cross, YWCA, Bundles

for Britain, Neenah Municipal Mu-
seum, Japan International Christian

University, Keimyung Christian Col-

lege in Taegu, Korea, and AAUW.



Mrs. S. Frank Shattuck

324 E. Wisconsin Ave., Neenah

Age 96, died at her home early Friday
morning, June 13, 1980. Mrs. Shattuck,

bom Ruth Harwood, November 27,

1883, was the daughter of Frank J. and
Harriet Harwood, of Appleton, WI. Her
father was the founder and President
of the Appleton Woolen Mills, now
known as Appleton Mills. Mrs. Shat-

tuck attended the Appleton public ele-

mentary school and took her high

school work at the then Lawrence Uni-
versity Preparatory School, followed

by four years of college at Lawrence
University, and was graduated with a
B.A. degree in 1906. Following gradu-
ation, she taught fifth grade in Reeds-
burg, WI, and next in Appleton. She
was married to Sidney Frank Shattuck
in the Harwood home on December 29,

1908. After the ceremony, the couple
made the one hour journey over dirt

roads from Appleton in a hack to the

new and resplendent Hotel Menasha.
The following day th left by train for

a short trip. Mr^ Shattuck has been ac-

tive all of her married life irr church
and civic organizations, and in her own

special projects. She joined the First

Presbyterian Church of Neenah in 1909,

and was particularly interested in the
Sunday School, where she taught in the
Primary and Junior Departments;
later she taught a Women’s Class for

forty years. Mrs. Shattuck was the sec-

ond president of The Women’s Society
and during this time the following com-
mittees were organized: White Cross,

Calling Program, Flowers and House.
At one time, Mrs. Shattuck visited each
of thirty-three shut-ins in their homes
once a month and continued to do this

as long as these people lived. She al-

ways remembered them at Christmas
and holiday time. It was a labor of love
in which she felt she received more
than she gave. Mrs. Shattuck, one of

the first women elders, served on the

Session of the First Presbyterian
Church in 1953, ’54 and ’55. After her
marriage in 1908, Mrs. Shattuck as-

sisted her husband in promoting and
developing a fledgling organization

called The Boys’ Brigade. It met at the
Shattuck home, and Mrs. Shattuck
baked cookies and provided refresh-

ments for three or four years, until the
Brigade graduated to larger quarters.

Mrs. Shattuck became an Alumni
Trustee of Lawrence University in

1920, became a regular member of the

Board in 1935, and of the Executive
Committee on both of which she served
until she resigned to become an Erne-

rita Trustee in 1971. In 1971, she and
Mr. Shattuck received a Distinguished

Service Award from the Wisconsin As-

sociation of Independent Colleges and
Universities for having served a com-
bined total of 115 years on boards of

higher education. Mrs. Shattuck’s
other interests (which included Board
membership on many of the groups)
were: Emergency Society; Visiting

Nurses Association; A.A.U.W., charter

member in Appleton, then transferred

to Neenah; Tuesday Club, Neenah;
Wednesday Club, Appleton; American
Red Cross; Bundles for Britain; Nee-

nah Municipal Museum —charter
member and docent, Japan Inter-

national Christian University,
Keimyung Christian College, Taegu,
Korea — supported since its opening in

1954; Y.W.C.A. - both local and na-

tional; Appleton Mills - Board. Mrs.
Shattuck made her home and her fam-
ily the center of her life. She had a deep
interest in the community and in its

constructive values. Her interest and
love were felt by those who knew her.

She is survived by two sons: Frank C.

of Neenah, and James Harwood of New
Haven, Connecticut, and by two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Walter R. Courtenay, of Hil-

ton Head Island, South Carolina, and
Mrs. Mary S. Young, of Deerfield, Illi-

nois, and by twelve grandchildren and
five great-grandchildren. A memorial
service will be held at the First Presby-
terian Church of Neenah on Monday,
June 16, 1980, at 11 a.m. Dr. Walter R.

Courtenay will conduct the service. The
family prefers that contributions be
made to the Memorial Fund of the
First Presbyterian Church of Neenah.
The Westgor Funeral Home assisted

the family with the arrangements.



Mrs. S. F. Shattuck
P. O. BOX 645

NEENAH. WISCONSIN 54956

July 2 , 1980

Dear Eileen and Sam:

It is my sad duty to inform you of the enclosed.

She died peacefully in her sleep the morning of

June 1 3

.

Mrs. Sha
as you k

and our
her extr
missed

.

I think of you often and hope that all is well

with you. I also hope that in the years ahead

something will bring us together again occasionally.

Sincerely

,

t tuck had not been well for some time,

now, but she did not seem to be in pain
nursing staff loved her so much they gave

a tender loving care. She will be greatly



Funeral Service -- Mrs. Ruth Harwood Shattuck

June 16, 1980.

At the Cemetery:

"I am the resurrection and the life, saith the Lord, he that

believeth in me, though he die, yet shall he live; and he that

liveth and believeth in me shall never die -- but shall live

forever.

For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son

that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have

everlasting life. For God sent not His Son into the world to

condemn the world, but that the world through Him might be saved.

Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord, yea^, saith the Spirit,

that they may rest from their labors, and their good deeds may

follow them.

And I, John, saw the Holy City, New Jerusalem, coming down from

God out of Heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband;

and I heard a great voice out of heaven saying, 'Behold, the

tabernacle of God is with men. He will dwell with them, and they

shall be His people, and God Himself will be with them and be

their God; he will wipe all tears from their eyes, and there shall

be no more death, neither shall there be sorrow nor any more

crying, for the former things have passed away
1 ."

Our Heavenly Father, you have called unto yourself the soul ot our

loved one, and we, with hearts that continue to love, and with

hands that continue to care, now lay her body in the embrace of

Mother Earth. Bless Thou this plot of earth to the memory of Ruth

Harwood Shattuck, and, in times to come, when our thoughts turn

toward her and this place, meet Thou with us, and heal our hearts,

and grant us faith, hope, love and courage to believe in Him whom

to know is life eternal, even Jesus Christ, Thy Son, our Lord. Amen



Service at the First Presbyterian Church, Neenah, Wisconsin.

Grace be unto you, and peace, from God the Father, and from the Son,

and from the Holy Ghost, Amen.

"And Ruth said unto Naomi, 'Entreat me not to leave thee, or to return

from following after thee, for whither thou goest, I will go; and

where thou lodgest, I will lodge; thy people shall be my people, and

thy God my God: where thou diest there will I be buried; the Lord

do so to me, and more also, if ought but death part thee from me'."

Ruth Harwood Shattuck lived by these words and has given them

contemporary significance. She has lifted them from the ancient

page and placed them above our heads like a radiant rainbow, reminding

us thereby, that a disciplined, dedicated life, with responsibilities

met, hopes fulfilled, and love shared and expanded, is more rewarding

than a life of self-centeredness, responsibilities neglected, tested

moral standards defied or ignored, and sacred vows broken. Like the

Ruth of old whom Jew and Christian has never ceased to love and praise,

Ruth Shattuck has placed her name in God's Book of Faith and Faithfulness,

not to win our approval, but to influence us to take Christ s love

seriously and joyously, and thus to bless the earth that those who

follow after may walk a lighted way.

All through the long years of her useful life she sought to encourage

others to make their homes places of love and laughter, patience and

peace, faith and forgiveness, that Christ might live there as The

Honored Guest.

Like the Apostle Paul, she has fought the good fight to make Christ king

in the lives of others. She has kept the faith Christ committed unto

her, and she has finished the course with honor's banners flying. Like

the Apostle she finished life believing without question that was laid

up for her, and all who put their trust in the Master, a crown of

righteousness, welcoming her with the words, "Well done, good and faithful

servant --- enter thou into the joy of thy Lord."

Victoriously she lived, and at the end she slipped quietly away with

confidence undiminished and love unreduced.

Let Us Pray :

Our Heavenly Father, you named her wisely and well, calling her Ruth,

and she has made that name precious in our memories.

You trained her to be a woman of grace and graciousness, a lady of

distinction in a world of women, with a personality rich in wit and

wisdom, gentleness and generosity, and quiet helpfulness. Under Thy

guidance she grew to be a woman of merit, a wife, mother and friend,

to be cherished and remembered with gratitude and pride. And now it is

our petition unto Thee, Giver of all good and gracious gifts, that Thou

wilt place Thy special blessing upon her contribution to family, church,

community, state, nation, and nations far away.



In recognition of all she has meant to us we rise up this day to honor
her memory and to call her blessed, placing her in that care which never

fails, knowing that He who called her to faith and a life of sharing

has received her with benedictions of joy, and commissioned her to new

tasks in Thy heavenly kingdom.

May we, our Father, be as ready when the White Angel comes to call us

home, and lead us into the golden day that knows no sunset.

Thou hast healed her at last, freeing her from a body no longer able

to express her spirit; at peace where peace is forever permanent.

Heavenly Father and Keeper of us all, grant unto us a committment like

unto her's. May we walk the earth with the same sense of privilege and

high honor, being as honorable in character, as sincere in conduct,

as loyal to standards of excellence, and when health fails and the

nights grow endless, may we, like her, be as ready to place ourselves

in the hands of Him who is able to keep us secure unto life everlasting,

and, as confidently, slip away.

She is now with Thee, reunited with him who four years ago hurried on

ahead to prepare for her coming. With him she shared the best years

of earth. Now may she share with him the best of heaven.

With hearts rich in gratitude and faith we rise to say, "Thanks be to

God, who giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ, unto whom

be honor and glory, dominion and power, world without end." Amen.

Scriptures :

Psalm 103, selected verses

Psalm 23

I Cor. 13th chapter
John 14, selected verses
Benediction



Presbyterian Mission

C.P.O. Box 1125

Seoul, Korea 100

November 1, 1980

Dear Friends:

This month marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of Sam's arrival
“

in Korea as a missionary of the United Presbyterian Church, U -S.A He

had been here before, since this is the land of his
t vears

he returned in 1955 after being deported from Communist China, twenty yea s

had passed since he had last seen it. And Korea had been chopped in two and

devastated by two tragic wars.

The chanqes during these past 25 years in both country and church are staggering.

Looking back, first to 1955 and then another 25 years to 1930 when Sam was sti

schoolboy in North Korea, here are some figures on church and population grow .

The Oldest Church
Cross in Korea

A Gallup poll in August of this year reports the total number of

Christians in South Korea as even higher than the above chart. 18 8/

of the people of this country claim to be Christians, it says. And

their poll samplinq did not include anyone under 20 years of age. How-

ever, it may have included the Christian fringe and cult followers.

But the percentage of Christians in Korea is higher among young people

than in the older age brackets, so we think the figures above are not

inflated.

Of course, rapid growth is not an infallible sign of health either

in the human body or in the church. Cancer cells grow too. But it

there is no growth in the church, surely it is a signal of something

wrong. And so we both rejoice and tremble at what is happening here

and pray that God will be able to bring to completion the work He has

begun.

Furthermore, before we become too complacent about Christian growth

in Korea, we must observe that it has been very uneven. Seoul,
^Ynn^OOO^eople

5

about 25% Christian and has over 3000 churches for a population of 8,000,000 people.

The next three largest cities, Pusan, Taegu and Kwangju, are said to be. about
,

Christian But the rural areas are only 5% Christian. One entire province (Kangwon)

is only 2.7% Christian. There are probably about 100,000 villages in rural Korea

made up of clusters of houses; some have no more than 10 houses to a village and

some have more than 100. Perhaps as few as 6000 of these villages have worshipping

communities among them.

The picture is not all dark in the rural areas, though. Just three weeks ago

we went back to Andong two hundred miles southeast of Seoul where we had spent bJge
years from 1957 through 1959. There were then just over 200 churches in the Presby y

Sam and his faithful co-worker. Elder Kim Tong-Sook, tried to visit each at least once

a year. Most of them had no ordained pastor, so one of Sam s tasks was to exam n

candidates for baptism and administer the sacraments as well as
* ^ed

the lav leaders We also visited many un-churched villages trying to plant tne see

Sthe'Gispel Imagine our joy last month to be called back for the dedication ser-

vice of a new church in the village of Ui-dong, which we had first visited

over twenty years ago. Our old partner, Elder Kim and his wife, spent all

last year living, praying and working in that village. Now there are

adult believers and 100 children gathering regularly for worship, instruct-

ion and witness. Many came from miles around that day for a
l°^\

s

rbl rch
bration of dedication of the new building This was the f’fth new chu

that Elder Kim has founded in an unchurched village in the ^



Meanwhile, back at the Presbyterian seminary in Seoul, we are

working at the task of. training both ordained and unordained men and

women leaders for just such churches as this. The seminary is liter-

ally bursting its seams. Last February's graduating class numbered

256. The new year began in March with the admission of 350 new stu-

dents chosen from an unusually large number of high-quality applicants.

That means we now have a student body of about 1100 or more flooding

onto a campus built for 300. The seminary's focus is on preparing

Korean leadership for the fast-growing million-member Tonghap Presby-

terian Church. We have been happy to welcome a young couple, David

and Sue Hudson, from Princeton Seminary, as missionary interns on the

faculty this year, teaching courses in English.

ACTS has grown remarkably from six students six years ago to over

180 today. Our greatest joy is the core enrolment of 23 selected Asian The Hudsons

and African students from outside Korea; ten different countries and as many

different denominations, from Syrian Orthodox to Japanese Baptist. But the

most rapid recent growth has been from Koreans interested in Asian missions enter-

ing post-seminary graduate programs. ACTS is international and interdenominational

and operates primarily at the post-seminary level. A number of Korean denominations

participate in it including Methodist, Baptist, Pentecostal and at least five

Presbyterian bodies. There is need for both the denominational seminaries and ACTS

to work cooperati vely and supporti vely

.

Sam has been increasingly emphasizing in recent years the urgency and responsi-

bility of Korean Christians in world evangelization, particularly in Asia. He

was, therefore, greatly pleased when the Tonghap Presbyterian Church set as a goal by

1984 the sending of nine new missionary families beyond their own national borders.

That will increase the total number of foreign missionaries from 21 to 30. It will

be a fitting way to celebrate the centenary of Protestant missions in this country.

Eileen has found special satisfaction in her work with the Bible Club Movement.

This fall a pilot project for a significant new thrust in that work has begun.

Bible Clubs have followed a school-type course, starting with youngsters who work

all day or who for any reason are left out of the expensive government middle^and

high schools. But now the time seems right to launch into a more distinctly "Club-

type" effort. We have opened the first of these at the West Gate detention center

for delinquent youth. We are also thankful for a new scholarship fund to help

selected young factory workers in night Bible Clubs.

This has been a year of shocks, tensions, suffering and testing for the people

of Korea. Christians here face many perplexing decisions. God's people are called

to be both a part of their own culture and society and also an authentic counter-

cultural witness -- a kind of audio-visual aid to the understanding of the coming

Kingdom of God. Pray for Korea's Christians and for us; that we may together

both proclaim the King and demonstrate the Kingdom.

Sincerely yours,

Eileen and Sam Moffett

Sekiko Otake
From Japan

Maleaehi from Indonesia 3

Vang Lue from Laos
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EILEEN AND SAMUEL MOFFETT

_ , - tup 7Sth anniversary of the founding of The First
Congratulations on the 75th *™1V“ S *

hardly bGlieve that for at least
Presbyterxan Church of Plus g.

^ ^ been> official iy or unofficially, your
one lr o

what a blessing it has been to know that such a faithfu

“i^ion^indefchurch and congregation have been upholding us in prayer and

supcor t as part of your share in the Great Commission.

with the Mangiones.

. _ , T nrobablv in our last term of missionary service in Korea.
Now Eileen an P

born here. But what a change. When I was a
VJe were married e

^00 000 Protestant Christians in Korea. Now
b„y tb.r. six million,
there are at least 5 >

uuu uu
there are three tousand Protestant

* *“• —
day. What hath God wrought!!

^ 1 rorti nn of the Bible Club Movement, with its

S5%®Sr5£sSS,
the Bible Clubs, which are really Christian aay or

y witness
students at minimum cost and what a chance for Christian witness.

ssaft.
of Asia.

». are proud to be your mis.ionarie. and in the next 75 year, don’t ever let

rsss: s,,srs2i2£^ * -—
today than there vece 75 years ago.

Blessings on you and power to you!

Current address:
C.P.O. Box 1125

Seoul, Korea 100



BETTY AND REED MILLER

I am delighted to write a short account of our relationship with First

Presbyterian Church of Flushing because it has been a delight to us. U
;

t
,

me

assure you that its brevity is no indication of lack of appreciation and love

for the folks of the church.

Our missionary career will be short because we got a late start. Coming

into missionary service on my 50th birthday in 1967, we had our first contact

with Flushing Church in the fall of 1968 at your missionary conference, when

Murray Marshall was pastor of the church. Our first impression (which has

proven to be lasting) was one of almost overwhelming friendliness which jus

seemed to emphasize the commitment of you folks to the Lord's work.

What an interesting group of peopleyou are! You are truly an international

community in flavor and character. Perhaps that is why we never encountered

some of the hangups that we find in some churches in trying to relate to an-

other culture and people. Always you received us and the word we brought of

what God is doing in Latin America with interest and enthusiasm. In addition

to that you never gave us the feeling that we might be _ second class

missionaries because our ministry was cmfined to administration as compare

with our fellow workers on the field.

Your financial support has meant more than you can possibly imagine. Coming

into missionary service inour middle years from a church which would support

no one outside its denomination, we faced a seemingly impossible situation so

far as support was concerned. But God, through broad-visioned people like

you in Flushing Church, supplied our needs and we have been wonderfully cared

for. I’m not absolutely sure, but I think the Flushing Church was the firs

church to make a pledge to our support. It was a tremendous lift and

encouragement

.

That was thirteen years ago and now within two years we will be 65 and face

the possibility of retirement. Who knows what the Lord has for us in our

remaining years? These thirteen years have been demanding aid sometimes

exhausting but they have been rich and fulfilling and we thank God for

allowing us to serve him through the Latin America Mission. We realize that

one of the greatest blessing we have received was the gift of the friendship

of many wonderful people like you, our friends in Flushing Presbyterian Church

Current Address:
Latin America Mission
P.0. Box 341368
Coral Gables, FLA 33134
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Questionnaire - 2

8. "INTERNATIONALIZATION OF MISSION"?
_

.

Korean colleagues see need of definition. As international cooperation

it is inevitable, but as organizational fusion it is full of problems.

Missionaries also ask for clearer definition. It is good in principle

but difficult to organize without such pitfalls as "mission by proxy" if

UPCUSA personnel declines and is replaced by personnel from outside, and

"missionaries as mercenaries" if outside financing replaces support from

the home church.

9. SUGGESTIONS FOR HOME ASSIGNMENT PREPARATION.

Assist both husband and wife to participate.

General Assembly experience was excellent, but is expensive.

Be clear about who is responsible for travel financing on trips to NY.

Give specific guidance on ideas appropriate to include in missionary pre-

sentations, such as Agency policies, needs, etc.

10. SHOULD VISITS TO "475" BE INCLUDED AT BOTH ENDS OF HOME LEAVE?

A good idea. We need better acquaintance with "475". Financial arrange-

ments should be made clear, and appointments made.

11. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR OVERSEAS MISSION IN THE 80s?

Perhaps general objectives are better, to leave room for greater

variety of specific objectives as the 80s develope.

12. WHAT COULD AGENCY DO TO HELP YOU BE MORE EFFECTIVE IN YOUR MINISTRY?

Work funds for Agency personnel would help.

Recognize that all personnel, including wives, have a ministry.

Develope guidelines for effective ministry in various categories, e.g.

higher education, Christian education, rural evangelism, relations

with national church structures, etc.

13. WHAT SHOULD BE AGENCY ADVICE TO MISSIONARIES AND CONGREGATIONS ON POBs?

To congregations, too much advice to donors is resented, but the agency

can clarify the indispensability of an undesignated general budget with-

out dampening the enthusiasm of spontaneous and specific giving. POB's

can be welcomed as effective public relations, useful pump-primers for

general giving, and indispensable for work on the field in the absence of

personal work budgets. POB's should be discouraged as a subs ti tute for

undesignated giving to the general mission budget. The present attitude

at "475" seems to us as unrealistic and only drives donors to give to

non-Presbyterian missions.

To mi ssionari es , as a general rule, don't ask for POB gifts, but don't

refuse direct requests for information on needs outside the budget.

The missionary is often squeezed between Agency disapproval of POB's,

and pressure both from home congregations and from the church on the field

demanding POB's.

14. HOW CAN THE UPC RELATE BETTER TO OVERSEAS CHURCHES?

Recognize the need for better relationships both with overseas church

headquarters and the overseas grassroots. This requires more personnel

actually on the fiel d , --personnel better instructed in church relationships.

Require less paperwork, if possible.
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How news-senders in Korea we always like to hear,
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^rom

27. Dear Sam: Thought you ought to see this sooner than regular mail could^get it to

,
You are becoming quite a celebrity, especially when it comes to defining evangelism,

are things going? As our chief J ^

"Response to Evangelism"

Although I disagree with the premise Dr,

Moffett presented in the March/April Com-

munique, thot the first problem with

evangelism in the UPCUSA is one of definition

I nevertheless spring to his defense (althoug

he surely is well able to defend himself)

against tne base (and baseless) attack of Mr

Grady Allison (July/August Communlqu•),

who, far from proving his reckless charges,

instead provides the clearest possible

illustration of the sort of malady which grips

our beloved Church.

First, there is the question of the frequency

of redefinition of evangelism. Although Mr,

Allison never clearly objects to this point, it is

one of the principle subjects in the two sen-

tences of Dr. Moffett s which he cites os being

the point of difference between them. He also

makes a particular point of the d° ,e* ° f

adoption of two current definitions, and of the

fact that his own definition has guided the

Program Agency for the past six and one-half

years. But it need scorcely be pointed out that

the two definitions referred to, having been

around for four and six years respectively are

coses in point, and not refutations of Dr

Moffett’s generalization that our Church

redefines evangelism "on the average of every

six or seven years."

Second, there is the question of the in-

creasing breadth, complication, or obscurity of

each succeeding definition. Mr. Allison

especially objects to Dr. Moffett's statement

that evangelism has been amended and

footnoted ... to death" in an effort to embrace

things so divergent as "lobbying in Washington

or community development in Bangledesh.

Because "it does not seem" to Mr. Allison that

either his definition or that of the 187th

General Assembly is broad enough for these

activities, he leaps to the conclusion that Dr.

Moffett was ignorant of the current definitions

through not doing his homework, and that,

therefore, Dr. Moffett's accusation was c

"cheap, ill informed shot" at the Church

motivated, not by love of the Church or by

loyalty to Christ, but by a desire to build his

own ego!
These harsh judgments are supported

neither by facts nor by logical necessity. Only

Mr. Allison's opinion that the definitions are

not so encompassing serves as a basis for his

questioning of Dr. Moffett s methods and

motives. I greatly fear that Mr. Allison is guilty

of judging a brother and that he should seek

both his forgiveness and God's.

The question as to whether or not one of the

definitions of evangelism which Mr. Allison

cites is as broad as Dr. Moffett alleges,

remains. I maintain that Mr. Allison's own
definition is fully broad enough, as explained

by the author himself. Perhaps we should have

it before us.

"Working Definition of evangelism:

Evangelism is declaring the presence of

God's kingdom among us. as revealed in

Christ, In the context of an evlronment or

events which substantiate that declaration

and inviting people to welcome God's kingdom

and participate in it."

It is apparent even upon the face of it that

the words underscored are sufficiently broad to

embrace almost any activity thought to be

"kingdom" related, unless a more detailed

explanation restricted the application of this

clause. When we turn to the explanation

provided by Mr. Allison himself, however, we
find, not o restriction of the clause, but an

expansion. He says, "In order to be effective

our declaration of the availability of God's

kingdom must be made in the context of an

environment (a social condition) or events

(single actions or a series of activities) which

demonstrate the reality of the rule of God s

love in the lives of persons and of social

groups."

It might be argued at this point that whatever

activities are here enjoined, they are not part

of the process of evangelism since Mr. Allison

says that these things are required in order for

evangelism to be effective But that argument

cannot be sustained, for the very definition

being explained makes this context a

necessary part of evangelism when it says that

"Evangelism is declaring ... in the contest of ...

and inviting .
Evangelism is said to be the

act or process of declaring a certain message

In a particular context which context the

explanation merely seeks to define It is not

the invitation, or the results of the invitation,

which are tied to the context, but the very

legitimacy of the declaration. However, ihe

message evangelism only if it is declared In

the context specified

And what is that context? A sociol con-

dition" or "single actions or a series of ac

tivities which demonstrate the rule of God s

love in the lives of persons and of social

groups. Not only is it impossible, on this

explanation, to separate "lobbying in

Washington or community development in

Bangladesh" from evangelism, (for who could

say that these activities do not show the rule of

God's love in the lives of persons and of social

groups?) but also it would seem to require the

demonstration of "the reality of God's rule of

love" by an unspecified number of social

groups beyond the Church The Church may

be included as one of the "social groups (note

the plural) which must demonstrate the reality

of God s rule, but it is only one of several. And

these other groups are necessary to

evangelism because they are a constituent part

of the context in which the message must be

spoken in order to qualify as evangelism.

The necessity for social groups to demon-

strate the rule of God's love, either involves

the view that the rule of Gods love is

demonstrated by groups which neither know

God nor love Him, or else it precludes pioneer

missionary work. In unevangelized societies

there exists neither a church nor a social

condition" which demonstrates the rule of

Gods love. Acts of love, self-sacrifice and

gospel obedience by the missionary alone are

insufficient, for the rule of God’s love must be

shown in the lives of persons and social

groups. Thus either our missionary cannot

evangelize or else we must suppose that un-

converted people in their darkness and

rebellion against God still manage in their

social groups to demonstrate the rule of God s

love, even while the wrath of God abides upon

them!
, A .

If including this kind of contextual

requirement in the definition of evangelism

gets us into such an absurd predicament, why

is it included? It is included, in the first place,

because the contextual definition is a

prerequisite for the invitation given and

response expected; and in the second place,

because the "gospel" which lies behind this

definition of evangelism, and with which it is

compatible, is not the gospel at all, but

"another gospel."
,,

The gospel here proclaimed is that God s

Kingdom" — "the rule of God s love" — is

among us and that "this rule of love is available

both persons and for social groups. And how

do we know that this rule of God's love is real

and is really among us? We know by the hard

evidence presented in the demonstration of its

presence "in the lives of persons and of social

groups" around us. And what is the ap-

propriate response for those who see this

manifestation of God’s rule of love? Why they

must "repent," which means to change the

faculty with which you evaluate things and

make moral judgments," which is the same

thing as "turning from an egocentric kind ot

living controlled by love. And when this

desirable response (conversion?) is achieved,

us both. „
how will it be manifest to the watching world?

Why by a life of perseverance in the new

holiness of continuing to participate in what

God s love requires and allows in all of the

opportunities, challenges and relationships of

life today both for themselves as individuals

and for the social groups in which they par-

ticipate and through which they actuol.ze their

personhood. (This last quote is almost obscure

and complicated enough to be worthy of a

German theologian )

The working definition of evangelism and its

explanation seem to embody the gospel of

that most prevalent of non-christian religions.

Liberalism. In any case, one thing ought to be

perfectly plain to every regenerate heart

both the definition and the explanation ore

utterly devoid of the least suspicion of a

shadow of the merest scintilla of the gospel

Where hove we read — or indeed where is

there room for — the word of the cross

whereon the sinless Son gave His life o ransom

for many’ Where is there a hint of man in the

thrall of sin, under the wrath of God facing

ruin forever, until Jesus "interposed His

precious blood"? Where is there a hint of God's

love revealed in the gift of His Son to die in the

room and stead of sinners’

The problem is not just that major doctrines

or*' missing and others re interpreted it is that

the very heart of Christianity itself is gone As

Machen succinctly puts it "The Christian faith .s

trust reposed in (Jesus) for the removal of sin

'Christianity and Liberalism, Eerdmans. p. 91).

Not only is the vital essence of Christianity

itself missing, but also it is virtually excluded

by wording which either is obscure to the point

of incomprehensibility or else it teaches

another set of ideas entirely.

The same criticisms cannot be made of the

definition of evangelism given by the 187th

General Assembly (1975); "to present the

gospe 1 of Jesus Christ in the power of the Holy

Spirit so that people may be led to put their

trust in Him as Lord and Savior, ond to be his

active disciples in worship, witness, and

service to the world through fellowship in his

church."
Despite its faults, this definition is o ser-

viceable one The sense oppears to be plain

and is sound enough, with all the words ap-

parently being used in their ordinary meaning.

This is clearly a Christian definition since it

speaks of leading men to put their trust in

Jesus as their Lord and Savior as being the first

work of evangelism, and the whole definition

is, at the very least, compatible with orthodox

Protestantism.

All of which now faces us with the most

puzzling feature of Mr Allison's letter With the

1 07th General Assembly having adopted a

definition of evangelism which is cleor, con-

cise, and Christian, and which really does

exclude "lobbying in Washington or community

development in Bangladesh." why is the

Program Agency's guide for involvement in

evangelism still Mr. Allison's working

definition?" Why has Mr Allison spent the last

four years (ever since the 187th G A !) in

traveling "throughout the U.S.A. conducting

workshops on evangelism and in each of

(them) ... spent a considerable amount of time

presenting and explaining (his) definition of

it?" Why not be guided by. present, explain,

urge, and promulgage the General Assembly s

definition? Surely it is not out of o mere

proprietary interest Nor can we suspect him —
and still less the whole Program Agency — of

disloyalty to the General Assembly. Can it be

that Mr Allison's definition is preferred exactly

because it is broad, complicated, and obscure,

instead of one which is clear, simple and

precise?
Thomas E Graham

Baltimore, MD



Praising

If I were starting my family

again, I would seek to be freer to

express words of appreciation and
praise. Children are reprimanded
fro making mistakes. But many
children seldom hear words of

commendation and en-

couragement when they do a job

well or exhibit good behavior.

Will Sessions, discussing the

topic If I had a teen-ager,” says,

I would bestow praise. If the

youngster blew a horn, I would try

to find at least one note that

sounded good to my ear, and I

would say a sincere good word
about it. If the school theme was
to my liking, I would say so,

hoping that it would get a good
grade when it was turned in. If his

choice of shirt or tie, of socks or

shoes, or any other thing met my
liking, I would be vocal.”

Probably no other thing en-

courages a child to love life, to

seek accomplishment, and to gain

confidence more than proper,

sincere praise - not flattery but

honest compliments when he does
well.

Playing

If I were starting my family

again, I would plan to take time to

do more things together. In every
father’s week there are 168 hours.

He probably spends about 40

hours at work. Allow another 15

hours for driving to and from
work each week, overtime, and
lunch. Set aside 56 hours per week
for sleep. That leaves a father 57

hours each week to spend
elsewhere. How many are spent

with his family?
A group of 300 seventh-and

eighth-grade boys kept accurate
records of how much time their

fathers spent with them over a

two-week period. Most saw their

father only at the dinner table. A
number never saw their father for

days at a time. The average time
father and son were alone
together for an entire week was
seven and a fraction minutes.

Laughing

If I were starting my family

again, I would laugh more. I see
now that I was much too serious.

AMENDMENTS TO BOOK OF ORDER

APPROVED AT GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Eleven of the twelve overtures

sent to the presbyteries for action

received enough votes to become
part of the Constitution Of The
UPCUSA. Overture G, on drop-

ping “ruling” from “ruling

elder,” was not approved.
overture A (Directory, VI, 4):

The Invitation to the Lord’s

Supper “Shall include baptized

children who are being nurtured

and instructed, so that they will

participate with an understanding

of the significance of the in-

vitation to the Lord’s Table and
their response in faith thereto.”

overture B (Directory V, 2;

F.G. XI, 6): Specifies the

responsibility of Sessions for

counselling families on the

preparation of their baptized

children to receive the Lord’s

Supper.
OVERTURE C (Directory, V, 3

and 4): Establishes the uniform
use of the term “active church
member” in connection with
commissioning and adult bap-

tism.

overture D (Directory, I, 4:

III, 3; VI, 4 and 5; F.G. XII, 8;

XXIV, 2) : Permits Lay Preachers
and Ruling Elders to administer

the Lord’s Supper under strictly

regulated circumstances.
OVERTURE E (F.G. XXIX, 10):

Permits Presbyteries to adjust

the quorums of their General
Councils to reflect more

adequately the size of the

judicatory.
overture F (Discipline, II, 20):

Allows elders and deacons to be

granted release from the exercise

of ordained office.

OVERTURE H (F.G. XI, 4):

Permits ruling elder members of

Ministerial Relations Committees
to be appointed moderator of the

session of a vacant church other

than his or her own church.

OVERTURE I (F.G. XII, 13):

Allows ruling elders in good

standing who are officers or

committee members of other

presbyteries, to be seated as

corresponding members.
OVERTURE J (F.G. XXX, 3):

Requires that administrative

commissions be composed of

equal numbers of ministers and
ruling elders.

OVERTURE K (F.G. XXXVI, 4 g):

Provides that union churches may
dispose of real properby held by

either church at the time of union

under the rules of the respective

judicatories at the time of union.

OVERTURE L (F.G. IX, 3, XVII, I

and 1 (2)): Provides that every
congregation “shall elect men
and women” to the offices of

ruling elder and deacon. The 191st

General Assembly has urged

presbyteries to implement this

“by the exercise of pastoral

patience and education rather

than by the immediate exercise of

church discipline.”

While my children loved to laugh,

I often must have conveyed the

idea that being a parent was
painful.

I remember when I laughed

with my children - at the

humorous plays they put on for

the family, at the funny stories

shared from school, at the times I

fell for their tricks and catch

uestions. I recall the squeals of

elight when I laughed with them
and shared in their stunts on the

lawn or living room floor. And I

remember the times they told of

these experiences with joyful

expressions, years later. When I

laughed with my children, our

love was enlarged and the door

was open for doing many other

things together.

Like most important ex-

periences, in life, none of these

are great ideas or difficult to

remember. These simple
suggestions, however, can make
relationships with our children

more meaningful and shape the

future of a child more than great

things which demand a great deal

of money or exceptional
ingenuity. Somehow we manage
enough muscle to handle the big

things of life but forget that life is

largely made up of little things.

So a father’s faithfulness in the

small things of life determines to

a great degree the happiness of

the home. •

JAN./FCB. 19*0 FAOi 15
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Dr. Mun’s New Study

Religious Cults Flourish
. eventual union of Buddhisr

In Korea, some 1,800,000

people are believed to belong

to an estimated 280 “new”
religous groups. Most of these

religious groups severely

criticize the established

religious organizations and

are characterized by a harsh

critique of society.

This was learned as a result

of a recently published article

by Dr. Mun Sang-hee,
professor at Yonsei Univer-

sity. In the article entitled

“The Challenge of New
R&ligious Groups and the

Responsibility of the Church.”
Mun delved into various facets

of the new religious groups

and various factors con-

tributing to the growth of the

new religions.

According to Mun, out of the

total of 280 new religious

groups, some 40 are Christian-

related. He pointed out that

these quasi-Christian religions

have more undersirable

elements than other religious

groups.

He said most of the founders

of the new religions have

something in common with

shamanists and tend to be

megalomaniacs. Most of them

lack a normal theological

education but founded the

religious groups taking ad-

vantage of the periods of

confusion after the end of the

Korean War (1950-1953).

Categorizing the new
religions’ varying attitudes to

society into the a number of

different types, Mun defined

them as antireligious and
anticultural.

He pointed out that the basic

doctrines of the new quasi-

Christian religions are not

much different from those of

other new religions.

Most of the non-Christian

new religious groups have the

following characteristics in

common: efforts for the

eventual union of Buddhism,

Taoism and Confucianism,
pursuit of an earthly paradise,

new religion believers’ con-

sciousness of their being

chosen people, shamanism
and belief in theocracy.

All the new semi-Chri$tian

religions are seriously critical

of the established dogmas of

Christianity. Their new creeds

include setting a specific date

for the collapse of the world

through God’s will and blind

obedience to the founders of

the new religions. Most of the

religions are pervaded by

shamanic elements, such as

incantation.
Most of the new Christian-

related religions lead their

followers to believe that

Messiah will come only to the

Korean people. The other

common characteristics in-

clude self-righteousness and

mysticism.
According to the professor,

the established churches are

partly responsible for the

increase of the new Christian-

oriented religions. These
factors include internal

division of major established

Christian orders, lack of a

theological approach toward
Christianity, some
clergymen’s commercial
attitudes in carrying out their

sacred duties and the

establishment of some un-

desirable seminaries.

Mun said that the

emergence of the new
Christian religions indicates

that the established Christian
tU n « at iam n r\ nAt

fulfill their followers’ ex-

pectations. He opined that

most of poverty-stricken

Christians want their religion

to guide their actual life

rather than involve them in

idle speculation. They wish a

revolutionary religion which

will bring a new order- to

human life, he said.

Mun said the prevalence of

new - religions is a social

phenomenon related to ,a

nation’s major historical

changes. He further said that

new religious groups emerge
j

as a sort of social illness

during periods full of social

turmoil. Among the factors

prompting the burgeoning of

new religions are political

...confusion, social unrest,

economical difficulty and the

collapse of the established

value system, he opined. The

other causes pointed out by

ftoun include the ignorance of

the public, the helpjessness of

established religions and the,

absence of religious policies./
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QUESTIONNAIRE

TO DETERMINE OPINIONS OF MISSIOLOGICALLY -MINDED PERSONS

CONCERNING THE SPIRITUAL STATE OF THE UNEVANGELIZED

* *

Please indicate your answer by encircling the letter which corresponds to the

phrase which most nearly expresses your belief or evaluation in each of the

following multiple-choice questions:

I. I consider myself to be

(-aj very highly motivated to win converts to Jesus Christ.

b. motivated to win converts to Jesus Christ.

c. not very motivated to win converts to Jesus Christ.

d. not at all motivated to win converts to Jesus Christ.

> e. Other. (Please explain on answer card.)

II. I consider the Christian denomination (or movement or organization) to

which I belong to be

a. highly interested in winning converts to Jesus Christ.

<6* interested in winning converts to Jesus Christ.

c. not very interested in winning converts to Jesus Christ.

d. not at all interested in winning converts to Jesus Christ. , .

'

e. Other. (Please explain on answer card.) (Q

^

UoT

III. In regard to communicating the Christian message, I believe that

a^ as far as it is possible, Christians should reach every human being

in world with the message of Christ’s salvation.

b. Christians should make reasonable, but not necessarily heroic, ef-

forts to reach the unevangelized with the Christian message.

c. it is not imperative to reach every human being with the message of

Christ’s salvation. In his own good way God will take care of those

who do not hear.

d. one should not try at all to induce people of other religions to

accept Jesus Christ.

e. Other. (Please explain on answer card.)

IV. In regard to non-Christian religions I believe that
a. Christianity is the only true religion and that all other religions

there may be some truth in other religions, but there is no other way

of salvation other than accepting the Christian gospel message.

c. there is some truth in most religions and, in the absence of the

Christian revelation, God may use such religions and/or ’’natural

revelation" to bring persons to a knowledge of himself.

d. all religions lead to the salvation of the people who practice them

sincerely.

V. I believe that Christians should
(^aT) persuade as many people as possible, worldwide, to accept Christ as

their personal Savior.

b. preach the gospel message as widely as possible, but leave it entire-
ly to the individuals whether to accept or not, i.e., not make any

special effort to persuade them to accept the message.

should be considered as false

e. OtherOther. (Please explain on answer card.)
&v*/i VwhAmS ckrfLt')

f
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c.

d.

e

.

preach the gospel message to practicing and non-practicing Chris-

tians, and to those of other religions who show some initiative and

desire to know about and possibly accept Christianity

not attempt at all to disseminate the Christian message among those

of other religions.

Other. (Please explain on answer card.)

VI. Regarding the eternal destiny of a person who has never heard the gospel,

I believe that

a. the person who has never accepted Jesus Christ has no opportunity of*

being saved, even though the choice has never been presented to him.

b. since such a person is responsible neither to the Law nor to the

Christian gospel, he will be judged by his conscience, and may be

eternally saved or lost, accordingly.

c. since such a person never had the opportunity to accept Christ while

on earth, an opportunity will be provided in the life hereafter to

accept or reject Christ.

d. those who do not hear and believe on Jesus Christ will simply cease

to exist.
e. since God wills* -the. salvation of all persons, none will be lost, in-

cluding those who have never heard the Christian message.

f. it is not possible to know the eternal destiny of those who have not

heard the Gospel. God has not revealed this to us. I have no

opinion

.

VII. I

a.

None of the above descriptions fits my belief exactly. (Please

explain on .Me .»«,,.**>. Hjt
bdTleve that in order to tie accepted of God and enter heaven ^

b.

c.

d.

the only way is for one to accept the historical Christ as one’s ^ rW€v' ,T -

personal and exclusive Savior.

those who have heard the gospel explained must accept it to be saved;

for those who have been deprived of the gospel other provisions have

been made.

it is only necessary for people to practice their religion faith-

fully.
no one will be damned, whether or not the person has followed his

religion faithfully. ^ * . , . . .
% ^ «

/*e7) Other. (Please explain on answer card.) Ihz. u^LWjj

VIII. Of the following statements by well-known theologians and missiolo-

gists, the one that best expresses my belief is:

a. Because of their "spiritual sinfulness and estrangement from God

. . . the heathen are lost and are doomed, unless saved [by hearing

about Jesus Christ and accepting him as Savior], unto eternal death."

"In the light of Romans 2:6-7 we must not completely rule out the

possibility, however remote, that here and there throughout history

there may have been the singular person who got to heaven without the

full light of the gospel."

c. "If a pagan surrenders himself in faith, in some obscure but real

way, to the one true God in Jesus Christ, of whom he is perhaps only

dimly aware under a hundred concealing veils, and if he then shows

forth this faith in works of love, then he can be saved."

d. "We ought at least to admit the equal rights of the milder view,

namely, that through the power of redemption there will one day be a

universal restoration of all souls." ^
e. None of the above fits my belief. (V)aW^

y
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A Crack. In

the Harrier of Silence

After 30 years a church leader returns

for a reunion with his family in North Korea

by Syngman Rhee

In September of 1950, a 19-year-old

youth went with a pushcart and shovel

to a field not far from his home in

Pyongyang, Korea. There, aided by his

mother and brothers, he searched

among a chain of manacled corpses in a

common grave for the body of his

father, a minister slain with many of his

colleagues by retreating communist ac-

tivists. When they located the body, the

family praised God. They had a father

and husband to bury at a time when

countless other Koreans searched in

K orea is a small peninsula in

northeast Asia with a popula-

tion of over 53 million peo-

ple. At the end of the Japa-

nese occupation in 1945, Korea was

divided, by fiat of the victorious World

War II allies, into two “countries,”

North and South. Today, the line the

Great Powers drew across the Korean

map at the 38th parallel is one of the

most tightly closed frontiers in the

world. Armies of men, tanks, and guns

face each other across that border to

ensure that neither mail nor any other

form of ordinary communication takes

place. It has been that way now for 35

years.

What is now North Korea was my

home for the first 19 years of my life.

For two and one-half years 1 attended

the Sung Wha Methodist Seminary in

Pyongyang, where many young men

were trained for leadership in the

church. However, very soon after 1945,

Christians began to face much difficul-

ty under the North Korean communist

vain for their loved ones.

A year later, communist armies were

back in Pyonyang, and United Nations

bombers swept in from the South. In

the rain of high explosives, the young

man’s older brother perished.

That 19-year-old Korean youth is

now the Reverend Syngman Rhee, a

minister and the liaison officerfor East

Asian affairs for the United Presbyter-

ian Church.

In the article that follows, Mr. Rhee

calls for reconciliation between South

regime, sometimes suffering persecu-

tion, imprisonment, and martyrdom.

My father, a Christian minister, was

imprisoned with other Christian leaders

by the communist regime. He was mar-

tyred for his faith during the first year

of the Korean War, which broke out

just 30 years ago on June 25. At that

time 1 experienced firsthand the cost of

being a Christian as well as the horrors

of war.

After my father’s death, my mother

decided to send my younger brother

and me to the South, believing it was

the best way to ensure our safety and

survival.

The decision was far from an easy

one for her or for us. My brother and 1

fled Pyongyang on a snowy Sunday

morning in December 1950. We fol-

lowed long lines of United Nations

troops who were withdrawing from

North Korea, pursued by the Chinese

Communist Army.

Nearly half a million Koreans en-

dured experiences similar to my

Korea and North Korea. He also re-

ports for the first time on a visit to

North Korea. Mr. Rhee shows courage

in disclosing the 1978 visit and in

sounding a public call for reconcilia-

tion, since the government of South

Korea has treated persons even sus-

pected of contact with the North as

traitors.

Why does Mr. Rhee callfor reconcil-

iation now? “Because it is time, ” he

says, “the Lord’s time for reconcili-

ation.
”

brother’s and mine as we walked for 18

days to reach Pusan, near the southern

tip of Korea.

Since it was a severely cold and very

dangerous time, only the young and

strong dared to venture on that long

walk south. As we traveled, my brother

and I thought again and again of our

four sisters, aged 14, ten, eight, and

four months, and of our mother whom
we left behind.

We remembered how our mother

had come to the gate of our house, held

our hands, and murmured, “Pray to

God wherever you go, and we will see

each other’s faces in our prayers.”

When we came to South Korea as

refugees, my brother and I joined the

South Korean Marine Corps and served

for five years during the Korean War.

In 1953 I came to the United States for

a six-month training course at the U.S.

Marine Corps School in Quantico,

Virginia. Later, in 1956, after my dis-

charge from the Marine Corps, 1

returned to America as a student at

PAGE 21 / NOVEMBER A.D. 1980



Davis and Elkins College in West

Virginia. Following my graduation, I

continued my studies at Louisville Pres-

byterian Seminary, Yale Divinity

School, and Chicago Theological Semi-

nary. In 1959 I became pastor of

Westminster Presbyterian Church in

Louisville and later served as a campus

minister at the university there. In those

years 1 often thought of how happy my
mother would be if only she could

know that 1 was following m my
father’s footsteps as a Christian pastor.

Every day through the years since my
mother said farewell to us in 1950, 1

have wondered about my family. Every

day 1 have fervently wished there were

some way to hear from or about them.

Were my mother and my sisters alive?

Would it ever be possible to visit my

childhood home? For decades the fron-

tier has been a barrier of silence. There

was no way to learn what happened to

countless families, like ours, that had

been separated. The longing to know

was always with me, and I continued to

dream about visiting the North. As a

Christian I continued to pray for recon-

ciliation between our divided people

and to believe that some day I might be

an agent of the reconciliation.

Then, in the spring of 1978, an unex-

pected opportunity arose to make my
long-dreamed visit home. The occasion

came while I was on a trip in the Middle

East, and I had to decide on the spot,

without planning or consultation. 1 was

filled with anticipation and anxiety as I

left for Pyongyang.

On my arrival at the government

PAGE 22 / NOVEMBER A.D. 1980

guest house in the northern capital, my
four sisters, who now live in a city

about 100 miles north of Pyongyang,

were brought to see me. I cannot des-

cribe the emotions of love and joy we

shared in that reunion. First, however,

came sadness. I learned that my mother

had died in 1970; she had waited 20

years expecting and hoping for news

about me and my brother.

Our hours together were insufficient

for all that we wanted to share wtrii

each other, but at least we had the

privilege of seeing each other’s faces

again, an opportunity denied countless

other Koreans who have been separated

from their families.

One of the most significant events of

my stay was my meeting with Mr. Kang

Ryang Wook ,
vice premier of North

Top photo shows the Rhee family in

approximately 1933. From left, in

back: father, the Reverend Tae Suk; un-

known relative; mother Song Hee, a

mission school teacher. Front, from

left: author; younger brother Syngkyu

(now living in Seoul), and older brother

Syngwok (killed in Korean War). Bot-

tom photo shows the author’s 1978 re-

union in North Korea with his four

sisters, none of whom had been born

when the top picture was taken. From

left, they are: Kyung Ock, Kyung

Shin, Kyung Joo, and Kyung Bock.
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Korea. I had known Mr. Kang years

ago when he was a pastor of a

Presbyterian church in Pyongyang. He

had been a close friend of my father

and a colleague of my mother as a

teacher in a mission school. Pyongyang

was then called “the Jerusalem of

Korea” because of the vitality of its

Christian community.

In my conversation with vice premier

Kang, I spoke of my hope that the

church would enjoy a more open exist-

ence as a visible part of North Korean

society. The vice premier assured me

that there is freedom of religion in

North Korea. He told me about Chris-

tians who worship in homes and about

the League of Christian Believers. The

League, he explained, has its own of-

fice and staff. He also said, rather

apologetically, that church buildings

destroyed during the war had not yet

been rebuilt because people were busy

with other, more essential construction.

As I searched Mr. Kang’s words and

my conversations with others for

glimpses of openness to the West, I was

interested to learn that English is taught

both in high schools and in colleges. I

also listened to the popular early morn-

ing English lessons on the radio.

As 1 boarded the plane to leave

Pyongyang, I felt joy at finding my

sisters and being with them, as well as

sorrow in being separated once again. I

do not know if, when, or how, we will

see each other again.

At the same time I returned to the

United States with a feeling of anxiety

about what my trip to North Korea

might mean. I had gone back to my

homeland, a journey that South

Korean citizens would be forbidden

even to think about. I felt the agonizing

necessity of not being able to share the

good news of my family reunion even

with my brother in Seoul, lest it become

a burden to him. I felt that I had to

keep my journey to myself until now,

almost two years later.

Among many thoughts to come out

of my travel, three main themes preoc-

cupy me. The first is my urgent concern

for the reuniting of other separated

families. Korean political and military

realities have, until now, made it al-

most impossible for thousands of fam-

ilies who were unwillingly separated

by the circumstances of war even to

raise their voices in concern for lost

members left behind the 38th parallel.

It has been difficult and dangerous

to seek any information about loved

ones in both Koreas. An intense longing

to know more about one’s family—

a

longing held in common by all people

of North and South for three decades—

is one of the real, tangible bonds that

unite the Korean people.

The agony of waiting, of not know-

ing year after year what has happened

to those we love, is one of the supreme

human tragedies of our time.

My thoughts have focused also on

the urgent need for reconciliation in

Korea. I have long wondered what

ways we can find to enable people to

work together to avoid war, reduce ten-

sion, and find a peaceful resolution to

the hostilities between North and

South. Having gone through war and

seen its tragedy, I am convinced that

there must never be another conflict in

Korea. I ponder, too, the human cost in

casualities of the war in 1950-53. Such

reflection will sober any who might

consider armed strife a solution to

future problems.

Despite the continuing political es-

trangement between the two Koreas,

there is an increasingly poignant necess-

ity for reconciliation. Deeply broken

relationships on the Korean peninsula

have caused alienation and estrange-

ment, exacting a costly toll upon all

Korean people. At the same time, every

Sunday morning, Christians in South

Korea—and I dare say in North Korea,

too—

p

ray fervently for reunification.

The power of this desire to be one peo-

ple again, with a common history,

language, and tradition should not be

under-emphasized.

The urgency of time also casts its

shadow upon Korea’s separation.

Older generations in Korea, those who

once knew each other and knew one

another as neighbors, hold an under-

standably different view of each other

than younger generations who have

grown up one side or the other of the

38th parallel. Younger Koreans live in

an atmosphere of mutual ignorance,

fear, and hate. To see and to acknow-

ledge such strains seem to make recon-

ciliation more difficult, but I cannot

forget the words of St. Paul, who in-

sisted that we are “no longer foreigners

and strangers, but rather all God’s peo-

ple and citizens of the family of God.”

While I was liaison officer for the

United Presbyterian Church in the

Middle East, 1 saw parallels between

the situation in that troubled region

and the situation in Korea. I have been

inspired by efforts at reconciliation

such as President Sadat’s courageous

visit to Jerusalem. Even after five tragic

wars between Egypt and Israel, people

on both sides are trying to learn the

meaning of reconciliation and peaceful

coexistence. I wish that the govern-

ments and people of North and South

Korea will find similar energy.

My third major reflection leads me

to seek ways in which the gospel may be

recognized once more in the area that is

now North Korea. I realize that this

must be an indigenous way, represent-

ing a genuine Korean expression. I

hope to find that the Christian faith

which I learned in Pyongyang and

which has meant so much to me in

these later years is still alive, or may

come alive again, in North Korea.

These thoughts have formed them-

selves in my mind as a prayer for a

greater vision of a mission in Northeast

Asia that will be responsive to their

needs and realities. Along with St. Paul

I pray “that I may be bold in speaking

about the gospel as I should.” But I

must ask myself about the implications

of speaking of the gospel in a socialist

land like North Korea.

1 hold the conviction that the gospel

can and must be preached in socialist

countries, as has already been demon-

strated in several lands. And yet, I am

searching for a form that the Christian

community may take in a land like

North Korea. Is churchly Christianity,

as we know it, viable there? Or must we

seek new understandings of how the

openness and newness of the gospel

may be communicated amidst the cre-

ative tensions that face all Koreans?

The Korean people have astounding

qualities of patience and endurance,

and they have long hoped for

deliverance. Their fortitude has made

them a new “People of the Promise”

who look for a time of peace and joy.

The people of the Land of the Morning

Calm await the daybreak. ad

This article appears simultaneously in New

World Outlook.
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PLAN NOW FOR YOUR 1981
PILGRIMAGE TO THE HOLY LAND

ALIA BEGINS DIRECT FLIGHTS
FROM CHICAGO NEXT SPRING!

If you've always yearned to travel to the hallowed lands

where Christ lived and preached 2000 years ago, to see

and experience first-hand the Via Dolorosa, the Mount

of Olives, the Biblical village of Bethlehem, the River Jordan

and the holy City of Jerusalem — wait no longer! Beginning

in Spring, 1981, you can fly direct to the holy Land from

Chicago.

Alia The Royal Jordanian Airline now flies four times weekly

between New York/houston and the holy Land, and starting

in May, 1981, will provide the Middle West holy Land visitor

with direct service from Chicago— all on luxurious wide-

body Boeing 747 aircraft.

Once in Amman, Jordan, you'll visit an ancient Roman
amphitheater, then ride horseback

^ through a canyon to Petra, the rose-

red Nabatean desert city lost for

thousands of years. You'll cross

the fabled river Jordan to
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